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mments make actiuists fight harder 
ents made by Premier Gordon Campbell and 
couver Police Chief Jamie Graham have upset squat-
, their supporters, and anti-poverty activists. 
statement made·"tm October 16 by Chief Graham 
ut the Woodward's squat, he was reported to have 
that the squatters at the Woodward's building on 
couver's Downtown Eastside are not homeless and 
they are "really radicals trying to score cheap politi-
. , 
omts. 
ccording to an article posted on CKNW 980's web-
Campbell said that while there's nothing wrong with 
timate protest, the people who harassed him last 
rsday at UBC and the Britannia Community Center 
nothing more than thugs. 
he comments have forced individuals and groups to 
out even louder in support of the homeless and the 
tters and protesters at the Woodward's building. 
in, a member of Vancouver's Anti-Poverty 
mittee explained that people who live on the 
ntown Eastside just want the buildings turned into 
al housing-what any human being would want. 
he squatters want a decent and dignified shelter, and 
shelters we have are not decent qr dignified," he said. 
in thinks the concept that the protests were overrun 
by outside agitators-those protesters who were not 
squatters but who were just there to stir things up- is a 
false one. 
"There is no split between squatters and supp~rters," 
he said. "What Police Chief Graham said [about the pro-
testers being radicals] was completely untrue." 
The Anti-Poverty Committee wants Chief Graham to 
know that they're not forgetting it either. 
''A group of us met the other night- right now we're in 
the process of responding with [our own] statement," he 
explained. 
The Anti-Poverty Committee wants Campbell to do 
something about the housing situation downtown. Some 
of the protesters who followed Campbell last Thursday 
were Anti-Poverty Committee members. According to 
the CKNW article, the Committee "has been linked to 
the trashing of Pacific Center Mall." 
"It [the protest] is a political issue," Calvin said. "The 
squatters are running the show." 
The Woodward's protest has been ongoing since 
September 14 of this year. On September 21, police raid-
ed the building and the squatters were evicted. 58 squat-
ters and protesters were arrested that day, and since then 
a fund has been set up so they can defend themselves in 
auing Saint mary's 
ly Parry 
Contributor 
July 10, 2002, The Fraser Health Authority gave 
ice of its intentions to terminate the 1995 
liation Agreement with Saint Mary's Hospital-
agreement that ensures the hospital can stay open. 
Fraser Health Authority provides 93 percent of 
funding for New Westminster's Saint Mary's 
pital, and cancellation of the agreement would 
the hospital to close. 
Saint Mary's currently relies on the money- $29 
lion dollars- to serve the needs of over 35,000 
ents and provide employment to 600 workers each 
r. The hospital, founded by the Sisters of 
idence over 115 years ago, has provided quality 
lth care services to local and regional residents 
1887. 
Ironically, over the five years that Saint Mary's 
pital has been affiliated with the Simon Fraser 
lth Region and the Fraser Health Authority 
) the hospital has consistently met its fmancial 
get targets, demonstrated fiscal responsibility and 
the highest level of patient satisfaction in the 
ince. Saint Mary's was even chosen as one of the 
Oral Surgery nurse Shannon Woodhouse . 
October 23, 2002 
court- the "Woodward's 58 Legal Defense Fund." 
Homelessness is not just a local problem, and squats 
are becoming a more and more common way to bring 
awareness to it. Recently, two buildings on Pandora 
Avenue in Victoria were occupied by squatters and sup-
porters. The BC Supreme Court issued an injunction last 
Thursday, effectively evicting those squatters as well. 
None of the buildings occupied by squatters to date have 
resulted in social housing for the homeless. 
f. 
the Fraser Health Authority's decision must determine 
not whether Saint Mary's can be saved, but whether the 
FHA has the right to make that decision. In less than 
six weeks' time, their recommendations will be for-
warded to The Minister of Health Services, the 
Honourable Colin Hansen. Hansen will have the final 
say in the future of Saint Mary's. 
Press releases from The BC Nurses Union suggest 
this decision is simply a "smokescreen for a scheme to 
create a 'public/private partnership' with a for-profit 
company from Alberta." 
Dr. Irwin Stewart, former Chief of the Medical Staff 
at Saint Mary's was reported saying, "The Friends of 
Saint Mary's are urgently requesting all help possible to 
] save, once again, Saint Mary's." 
= The Friends of Saint Mary's organized a September 
~ 19 rally that brought out more than 1,000 people to 
£ help protest. Since the rally last month, the city's plan-
~ ning department has received petitions signed by more 
than 11,000 people. This count is further augmented 
by the numerous online signatures and letters received 
by the city and St. Mary's Hospital. 
25 employers by BC Business magazine- the only union employer and the only 
itutional employer to be selected. 
"The official reason given by the Authority," claims Karl Crosby, the Director of 
t Mary's Hospital Foundation, "is that the FHA wishes to favour its 'own hospitals 
Saint Mary's, even though Saint Mary's has performed better financially than any 
"We need all the help we can muster to convince the Health Authority and the 
Province that closing Saint Mary's is a bad decision. Students at Douglas College could 
help us by mounting their own campaign, writing letters and making your concerns 
know to government," Crosby said. 
other hospitals. You see Saint Mary's is still owned by the Sisters of Providence, 
while it is a public hospital serving the public, the FHA does not control the day 
ay administration. This is more important to them, it seems, than the health of the 
00 patients served by Saint Mary's each year, 11,000 of them surgical patients who 
no place to go. other than on a long wait list if Saint Mary's should close." 
lans to fight the cancellation of Saint Mary's funding by evoking a clause in the 
liauon agreement are currently underway. By mid-November, the panel reviewing 
If you would like to help, petitions are available at New Westminster City Hall (511 
Royal Ave.), New Westminster Parks and Recreation office (600 8th St.), St. Mary's 
Hospital (220 Royal Ave.), People's Drug Mart (80 McBride Blvd.), and London Drugs 
(60 lOth St.). The petitions will be forwarded to the legislative assembly of British 
Columbia. There is an online petition available at the New Westminster City website 
at: <www.city.new-westminster.bc.ca> Anyone wanting to obtain copies of the petition 
to collect signatures tan contact Clair Lee in the city planning department at 604-527-
4558, or by e-mail at: clee@city.new-westminster.bc.ca. 
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mental Illness a Reality for StUdents 
Drugs ouer-prescribed say doctors 
Hdam Grachnik 
Ottawa Bureau 
OTTAWA (CUP)- Young people, especially women, are being hospitalized with 
mental illness at alarming rates, a new report shows. 
The study 'A Report on Mental Illness in Canada' is the first on the state of mental 
health in Canada. 
It-concludes, "young people, especially younger women, are being hospitalized at 
peak rates for mental illnesses such as depression, anxiety and personality disorder." 
The report also explains "adolescent women in this group [aged 15 to 19] have high 
rates of hospitalization for eating disorders, attempted suicide, anxiety disorders and 
depression." 
In general, the report states, "young people aged 25 to 44 represent almost 50 per-
cent of all hospitalization for mental illness." 
For Alexa McDonough, leader of the New Democratic Parry (NDP), these findings 
present a major problem. · 
"It's a very great concern," she said outside the House of Commons. "There is a spe-
cific focus on youth and specific focus on the high degree of mental illness among 
youth. There is a horrendously high suicide rare." 
and often leaving home for the first time. 
Dr. Mensynk further believed that some doctors have also been to quick to 
anti-depression drugs, which also works to inflate the numbers. 
In 1998, the report states, 3,699 Canadians died as a result of suicide, which 
accounts for 24 percent of all deaths among 15 to 24 year olds. 
"Depression is on the raise, but anti-depressants are being over-prescribed," he s 
"Increase is higher than the need." 
Doctors across the country aren't surprised with the report's fmdings either. 
''A full 25 percent of what I see is depression, 10 percent is anxiety," said Dr. Tyson 
Mack, senior physician at the University of Saskatchewan student health centre. 
For McDonough, the major problem lies with the funding provided for health 
by the current liberal government. 
Dr. David Mensynk, a psychologist at Dalhousie University's counselling and psy-
chology centre, believes the reasons for the inflated numbers are quite evident. 
"There are a number of things that are contributing to this in many ways," 
McDonough. "[It] underscores the fact that mental health is the greatest victim of 
government's health cutback. I don't think there is any question about that." 
"Seeing a psychiatrist for depression or anxiety is far more acceptable, than it used 
to be," he said. "More people are coming forward. There used to be a negative stigma 
[about seeing a psychologist]. It is much less so now. [However] now there are more 
stresses for women and men on university campuses." 
"In some senses mental health generally is the orphan of the health care system. 
Government has simply not been prepared to ensure the resources are being · 
to the mental health system, to deal with either preventive or treatment measures," 
added. 
"[It's] hard on students to juggle a full-time academic program and having to work. 
[It] creates increasing demand," he added. 
The report states that the onset of most mental illnesses first occurs during 
cences and young adulthood. Dr. Mack said that students must "seek help if 
unwell. Talk to friends, family [and if it's] not working go to [your] student health Dr. Mack agreed that students are dealing with more stress. 
. , 
lC. "Academic stress is top stress for sure. Tuition is clearly out-passing infla-
tion, causing students a lot of stress," he said, adding that a high rate of 
mental illness also had to do with students adapting to a new environment 
The study was led by Health Canada and facilitated by the Mood Disorders Soc" 
of Canada in collaboration with nine other organizations. 
~!!~h~;~n!tnrPa!2ach 
needlessly dangerous, says new study 
Dan Perry 
UWO Gazette 
@) page4 
LONDON, ONT. (CUP)-Surgeons may be put-
ting themselves, their patients and their co-workers 
at risk by routinely passing surgical instruments, 
according to a new study by Bernadette Stringer, 
assistant professor of epidemiology and biostatis-
tics in the University of Western Ontario's faculty 
of medicine and dentistry. 
The study, which was recently published in the 
British Medical Journal, reveals that dangerous 
incidents, such as glove breakages, cuts and con-
taminations were reduced by 59 percent with the 
adoption of a new technique of implement pass-
ing- one where no two hands touch an instru-
ment at the same time. 
Stringer worked as an infection control nurse at 
Vancouver General Hospital for ten years, she 
explained. 
"[The 'hands-free' study's objectives included] 
looking at the risk to workers in health care facili-
ties and lowering the risk of occupational infec-
tion," Stringer said. 
The study mainly concerned the occupational 
transmission of major blood-borne diseases such as 
HN and hepatitis B and C, of which there have 
been numerous documented cases, she added. 
The study was performed in a Seattle 
examining over 3,700 surgeries involving 
cant blood loss, but the results are · 
Canadian hospitals as well, Stringer said. 
"Many American doctors are Canadian-
and many Canadians work in the U.S. after 
u~tion without [needing] re-licensing," she 
Dr. Ken Harris of the London Health 
Centre (LHSC), who is currently 
Stringer's grant application to apply the s 
the LHSC, said the application is for 
which would be used to develop an 
tool to teach the hospital's surgical team abo 
hands-free technique. 
The grant Stringer has applied for, if 
approved, has three phases: screening, 
an educational video, and assessing the new 
nique's usefulness, he said. 
Patricia Pocock, director of perioperative 
es at St. Joseph's Health Care in London, 
consideration of other problems that may 
"For example, the hands-free technique 
increase the time for patients .in surgery, 
turn leads to a longer anesthesia time," sh.e 
the other press 
-louise nTCleod 
Columnist 
a risky prescription for alleviating the blues: 
sugar-hyped and wrangling kids, one tired 
cranky mom, one really nasty cold per person, 
two nights of camping in mid-October. It 
all go so wrong so easily, but what sounds 
a recipe for disaster turned out to be an atti-
- uu ... -·au·, tment remedy. 
There's something about breaking with routine 
makes you realize what's really important in 
and it sure as heck doesn't start with 's' and 
with '1.' That's right, peace of mind. The kind 
u get from watching your kids play on a river-
at sunset while you watch the wake from a 
-·""'~'"'';; tugboat. 
A few miles upriver from the place that starts 
'th Douglas and ends with College is a beautiful 
tcle retreat, although a bit touristy, called Fort 
I've known and loved it since school 
, that word) field trips as a kid. It's a small 
community that has somehow eluded 
suburban scourge of ripping down antique 
• '·"''-"ul;' and replacing them with generic-look-
monster houses and shopping malls. Like 
pastoral communities, it holds an annual 
celebration, the Cranberry Festival. Traffic 
redirected as streets are opened for pedestrians 
for displays of country treats and entertain-
Last Friday, determined not to spend yet anoth-
weekend mired in homework, I packed up my 
trailer and my kids and headed for the camp-
across the river from Fort Langley. Despite 
traffic, we arrived before sunset and found 
uu•cuL<c willing to back the trailer into our camp-
a secluded spot on the riverbank. Though the 
had been hot and sunny, the temperature 
"u•.•u•.<cl<:u once the sun was gone. Deaf to my 
t's demands for pre-dinner "roast marsh-
lows," I sent the kids off to gather kindling for 
fire. Since the most stressful part of first night 
.cullf.IL"l'.• next to backing up the trailer, is getting 
ready when everyone's tired and demand-
marshmallows, I congratulated myself on hav-
prepared dinner prior to leaving home. Even 
I'd remembered to bring it. 
Around the fire, the kids played some game 
an alien's takeover of their bodies. 
it was so close to Halloween, they decid-
that screaming at the tops of their registers was 
tirely appropriate. I pointed out that it was 
weekend, so we should be quietly 
thanks to the Spirit in the Sky, but I don't 
they heard me. Instead, I prayed for some 
campers to mask the ruckus. 
Because we'd camped virtually on site, next 
rning we drove a mere two minutes to a great 
spot on the main drag. But the best part 
that we could make fun of the drivers lined up 
Glover Road trying to get into Fort Langley. 
almost embarrassed to admit that this was the 
''1'.'-.. 'l'f't of our day. The pancake breakfast was 
Section Editor: Erin Culhane 
opinlonsubmit@hotmait.com 
really worth the lineup, though-pancakes, cran-
berry-stuffed sausages, fruit, coffee, and juice. My 
kids couldn't fmish it all . I attempted ro restrain 
myselfby recalling a friend's edict: "You're a moth-
er, not a garbage can," but said "what the heck," 
and finished it for them. 
The festival itself would have been a disappoint-
ment, if not for the perfect weather and the excuse 
to camp. Mostly it was all about merchandising. 
The street entertainment was minimal, and all the 
kiddie amusements cost money. Luckily, my kids 
are kind of beyond the Dumbo ferris wheel phase. 
Though the two youngest insisted on pony rides. 
In previous years there have been pumpkin-carv-
ing contests, scarecrow displays, kiddie crafts, and 
cranberry beading. This year my kids had more 
fun hunting for horse chestnuts and acorns at 
roadside. True, firefighters were having a training 
session-but no way were my kids about to gear 
up and spray passersbys with the all-powerful 
hose- not even when I offered to dress up and do 
it for them. And the problem wasn't, as I thought, 
gender-based. "No, Mom, that's little kid stuff," 
said my eight-year-olds. 
After having our fill of food, window displays, 
heritage homes, and Halloween decorations, we 
headed to the Fort, as in "Fort" Langley. Enroute, 
we stopped at a garage sale, where for the cost of 
one kiddie ride I bought steel-toed boots for my 
kids, handy for some sibling butt-kicking when 
he/she won't let you have a turn at being the alien. 
Usually the Fort has a theme in line with the 
Cranberry Festival, but they must have been short 
of volunteers this year, because the only reference 
to the festival was a contest where we guessed how 
many cranberries were in a jar. I wandered around, 
taking pseudo-artistic photos with my digital 
while the kids parmed for "gold." Parents- put a 
sand-and-water filled trough in your backyard, 
add bits of spraypainted solder, give your kids 
some old pans, and it'll keep them out of your hair 
for weeks. 
Our disappointment at the lack of actual festiv-
ities was alleviated somewhat by a late afternoon 
vintage aircraft show over the skies of Fort 
Langley. And what's a Cranberry Festival without 
actual cranberries? At a nearby farm, we filled bags 
and bags of cranberries to keep our blackberries 
company in the deep freeze. 
Having walked all day, we trundled home to our 
campsite, our van heavy with harvest, our tum-
mies full of cranberry cookies and sausages. 
Around the fire that night, the kids kept asking, 
"Is it bedtime yet?" There was little discussion of 
aliens or their ability to take over bodies. Nor was 
there any screaming. Too bad, really, because the 
rowdy neighbours had moved in ... but that's 
another story. 
Send your excellent Thanksgiving adventure to: 
iconoclastcom@yahoo.ca 
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Op-Ed 
Quiet and Roaring in PoCo 
Brandon Yip 
OP Contributor 
Port Coquit!am is a small town where a quiet hero named Terry Fox rose to promi-
nence, making the city proud. In 1980, Fox captivated the entire country when his 
Marathon of Hope Run raised money for cancer research. Unfortunately another inci-
dent has taken precedence that may taint PoCo's reputation. The city is under the media 
spotlight for one of the most notorious murder investigations in Canadian history. 
Robert William Pickton is charged with killing 15 women from Vancouver's 
Downtown Eastside. Pickton's PoCo pig farm, located on Dominion Avenue, is the site 
of a m~sive search of the property that began last February. 
vultures. 
PoCo's reputation was not helped any further 
when Mayor Scott Young was charged with 
assaulting his wife, Wendy, back in March. A 
Port Coquitlam Provincial Court judge stayed 
the charge of assault against Young and he was 
released on a $500 peace bond for a one-year 
period. 
I recently watched Hannibal on DVD and 
cringed during a scene depicting the murder of 
Gary Oldman's character involvipg carnivorous 
pigs . I immediately thought of 
the pig farm and had difficulty sleeping. There 
was also a disturbing scene in Fargo involving 
the other 
I grew up in Port Coquitlam and am stunned about the ongoing investigations at the 
Pickton pig farm. Over the years, I've heard so many PoCo jokes mainly from people 
living in Vancouver. They sarcastically say to me, "What's there to do in PoCo? You're 
out in the boonies!" Granted, there really isn't much to do in PoCo, we don't have a 
movie theatre- we have to go to nearby Coquit!am for that. There used to be a night-
club called "Rumours," but I was never into that scene. And taking the bus in PoCo is 
horrendous; it's a bloody hassle. The odds of a bus connecting are about as good as a 
Richmond street racer driving safely. 
the disposal of a body through a wood chipper. Ironically, Fargo was released in I 
the same time Robert Pickton is alleged to have been committing his crimes. 
Nonetheless, PoCo was where I lived for many years and now I'm afraid the pig farm 
investigations will give the PoCo bashers more incentive to mock my hometown fur-
ther. One joke has surfaced pertaining to the pig farm: "Did you hear that Port 
I used to work for The Home Depot in Coquitlam. I would usually drive home, 
ing the Mary Hill Bypass, then turning left, heading west on Lougheed Hwy. I 
passed Dominion Ave, the street leading to the Pickton property. Now when I 
back on that time, I can imagine the secret horrors that were occurring on the pig 
the endless cries and screams for help that went unnoticed. I have heard speculation 
Robert Pickton had an account with The Home Depot. Who knows, I may have 
served him. I can't remember. I worked in the electrical department and it would 
been a "shock'' to say the least. 
Coquitlam has been renamed? It's now called Pork Coquit!am." . 
PoCo has had its memorable moments, however you've got to look real hard to find 
them! Terry Fox's accomplishments in 1980 stand out of course. Another highlight was 
Rick Hansen's passage through the city in May 1987. Then there were the Terry Fox 
Ravens, winning the BC senior boys AAA basketball championships in 1993 and 1994. 
My former classmates from Terry Fox Secondary, Bret Anderson and Chris Szarka are 
currently playing in the CFL (Anderson plays for the BC Lions and Szarka for the 
Saskatchewan Roughriders). 
I still go back to PoCo to visit my parents. It is incomprehensible and tragic to 
many of those missing women met horrible deaths on that pig farm. How could 
happen in PoCo? High-profile killings only happen in the big city, right? It can't be! 
it has happened, and I'm sure people in Milwaukee felt the same sort of shock and 
belief when Jeffrey Dahmer's horrific crimes were unveiled in 1991. This proves 
underneath all the things we perceive as good, evil exists and can emerge out of 
where we least expect it. 
Hollywood has even passed through PoCo, filming lacklustre flicks such as Chuck 
Norris' The Hitman and Don't Talk to Strangers (with Pierce Brosnan). Norris and 
Brosnan must have been desperate for work during this time. In addition, Duets with 
Gwyneth Paltrow (directed by her late father Bruce) shot scenes at the Wild Duck Inn. 
But my hometown will now be forever linked to that pig farm. The U.S. media has 
been in PoCo, not to visit the sights, not to pay homage to Terry Fox at the local ceme-
tery, or stroll through Lions Park, Reeve Park, or the Traboulay PoCo Trail- but 
because of the pig farm. The farm has become the Graceland of murder sites as pho-
tographers, TV cameras, newspersons and helicopters have swarmed over the area like 
PoCo has lost some of its innocence with the Pickton investigations, but the city 
not lost its spirit. Terry Fox's legacy of inspiration will remain strong; I can 
that. I have great memories of PoCo and it is still the same quiet small town to me. 
what enrages me is someone took advantage of the city's peaceful setting to carry 
his brutal acts of terror. 
Celebrity Re-tales 
Hmanda Hikman 
OP Contributor 
Working retail on Vancouver's Robson Street was an enlightening 
experience for me. I was used to the demeaning, thankless aspects of 
retail (they are pretty much the same everywhere). What I wasn't used 
to was suffering this condescension at the hands of celebrities. 
Somehow it was less offensive to be treated like dirt by a housewife 
from Coquitlam, than it was to have Hilary Swank double count her 
change in front of me. You would think that, having attained a fair 
degree of financial security, most celebrities would be above this type 
of behaviour. You would be wrong. Apparently, appearing in several 
failed motion pictures entitles you to a lifetime of special discounts. 
Just ask Stephen Baldwin. Stephen Baldwin- will I remember him 
most for his captivating work in Biodome, or his electrifying perform-
ance alongside Cindy Crawford in Fair Game? Neither. I will remem-
ber him as being pathetic enough to actually declare, ''I'm Stephen 
Baldwin," in an attempt to secure a deal on his pants. 
Some occasions were more puzzling than pathetic. David Arquette, 
who was perfectly nice while he was shopping, came back the next 
day and returned his shirt. Returning the item was not a problem in 
itself, but the numerous stains and pocketful of business cards left on 
and in the item, made for an awkward situation. Likewise, I was 
pleased that Mia Farrow, who starred in one of my all-time favourite 
movies The Purple Rose cf Cairo, was gracious and pleasant during her 
visit to our store. I was even willing to overlook her alteration-fee hag-
gling and hotel coupon book, after all I didn't know how many chil-
dren she was supporting these days. If there was one thing these 
celebrities (and countless others like them) taught me, it was that 
cheapness is not contingent upon income. 
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Despite their antics, most of the celebrities that came into our store 
were drooled over by the staff But this wasn't always the case. I am 
still hesitan"t to recall the day I commiserated with a customer over the 
embarrassing display Matthew Good was making in the fitting 
rooms. I went on to rate Good's talent in comparison with his hair-
style, needless to say with the hair coming out on top. I stand behind 
this assessment, although I'm not so sure I would have shared my the-
ory with the customer had I known he was a member of Good's band. 
But if I am going to judge the other employees for lapping up the 
likes of Antonio Banderas and Goldie Hawn, I should confess to my 
own indiscretions. I was not immune; my heart skipped a beat when 
Chris Isaak sauntered in, and I spent the afternoon serenading my co-
workers with Ween lyrics the day their drummer stopped by for 
undershirts. Meeting Benjamin Bratt left me temporarily weak in the 
knees, and I still have the bruises incurred while tripping over myself 
to inform everyone that I had shaken hands with Bill Clinton. I sup-
pose I should be grateful Martin Tielli stayed away- 1 doubt I would 
have ever recovered. 
I am no longer a practitioner of the retail arts, having traded in my 
nametag for a hefty student loan. It is nice having weekends off and 
I can't say that I miss being talked down to by spoiled teenagers, but 
a part of me remains with the other soldiers down on Robson Street. 
I will probably always carry the scars of my lengthy stint in the serv-
ice industry, but I will also carry the valuable lessons that I have 
learned. So when I return to Vancouver to film a movie with aging 
soap stars and third rate Baldwin brothers, I promise to be on my best 
behaviour. 
the ot~er press 
H Solution Within Reach 
Jay Ritchlin, Program 
Director, Reach for Unbleached! 
and Christianne 
Wilhelmson, Clean Hir and 
Water Program Coordinator, 
Georgia Strait Hlliance 
Where were you"On October 17, 1994? 
For many people in the Lower Mainland, it's likely a day that doesn't stand out 
from any other. But for residents of Powell River and the nearby Sliammon First 
Nation, this date is remembered for how close these communities came to disas-
ter. 
On that day, 600,000 litres of toxic chlorine dioxide gas was accidentally 
released from a nearby pulp mill, and only favourable winds protected these com-
munities from serious harm. Eight years later, we commemorate that incident as 
Pulp Pollution Day and continue to look for solutions to ensure that avoiding 
environmental and human health disasters is not just a matter of luck. 
The impact of pulp pollution on the human and environment health is as rel-
evant today as it was eight years ago. Air pollution from pulp and paper mills still 
affects local communities' health and water pollution still has toxic effects on fish 
and other marine life. Also, potentially disastrous spills like the one in 1994 are 
still happening. In June there was an accidental release of chlorine dioxide gas at 
the Howe Sound Pulp and Paper mill near Gibsons. A chlorine dioxide spill in 
Washington State in July forced the evacuation of the local town and netted 
Weyerhaeuser a $10,000 fme, the maximum possible under existing law. 
Pulp pollution issues can be complicated and confusing. Measuring progress is 
difficult especially when the industry often takes one step forward, then one step 
back. 
For example, NorskeCanada's mill at Elk Falls, near Campbell River, recently 
had some of its pulp certified as eco-friendly, because it is created from 85% 
"waste sawdust" left over from the sawmill. It is only the second Kraft pulp prod-
uct to gain this certification. 
The mill deserves to be commended for this and should be encouraged to look 
elsewhere for other energy-saving and waste-reducing options. However, this pos-
itive step stands in contrast to its recent application to bum coal to power its boil-
ers. 
This coal permit has numerous problems that are detailed in the public record 
on the application. If allowed by the Ministry ofWater, Land and Air Protection, 
the permit has the strong potencial to result in negative health and environmen-
tal consequences province wide. With an estimated cost saving of $3,000 -
$4,000 a day, NorskeCanada's three other BC mills are said to have applications 
awaiting the results of this one. Mills across BC could then follow suit. 
We know people are concerned about these problems because they call our 
organizations asking what they can do. The issues are complex and sorting out 
the facts from the fabrication can be overwhelming. Most people don't have the 
expertise to redesign the local pulp mill, or make technical presentations in favour 
of stronger regulations and enforcement, but they do care. 
So we'd like to offer one solution that shows how everyone can play a part and 
make a difference. The solution is in the choices we make about the paper we all 
buy and use. 
First: Reduce, reuse, and recycle. It's old news, but it is still critically important. 
Second: Make conscious choices about the paper products you buy. Ask for and 
buy recycled, chlorine-free paper. Tell your store managers. Ask them to give you 
mHILBHG 
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the option of buying products that are made with high recycled content (60% or more) 
and no chlorine-based bleaches. These products exist for most types of household and 
office paper. 
Third: Encourage companies to do a better job of complete and accurate labelling. 
Often, when you try to buy recycled, chlorine-free products in retail outlets, it's hard to 
know if what you're buying is as environmentally responsible as you imagine. This con-
fusion often means people don't buy the greenest products. 
This apparent "lack of a market" is often put forth as justification for not producing 
chlorine-free products. Over the past four years, Reach for Unbleached! has coordinated 
a paper-buying club for recycled, chlorine-free office paper, and the $120,000-$200,000 
in annual sales- along with the recent growth to over 1.3 million tons per year of pulp 
and paper products certified as recycled and chlorine-free by the Chlorine Free Products 
Association- proves that the market does exist. Further demand from consumers will 
help expand this market. 
Consumer choice is an incredibly powerful tool. If enough of us ask for recycled, chlo-
rine-free paper, any good company will want to supply it. This demand will help them 
justify the costs of making environmentally responsible changes to their mills that will 
result in less air pollution and fewer toxins in our rivers and oceans. 
None of this is to say that governments should not write good environmental regula-
tions and enforce them, or that people concerned about their health and the environment 
should stop urging mills to be better neighbours. We just thought that in recognition of 
Pulp Pollution Day we'd offer a solution that's within everyone's reach. 
Reach For Unbleached! and the Georgia Strait Alliance continue to work for the clean 
production of pulp and paper and the elimination of toxic contamination from BC mills. 
RE: "Gouernment Cuts Women's Crisis line" September 25th 
Reading the article "Government Cuts Women's Crisis Line", in 
the September 25th edition of the Other Press, was frustrating to say 
the least. The article was essentially reporting on the cuts the gov-
ernment has made to Women Against Violence Against Women's 
24-hour rape crisis line. It upsets me, as well as many others, that 
the Liberal government is setting the precedent that women's serv-
ices are not of extreme importance. I shudder to think of the gov-
ernment-funded and run crisis line which will supposedly come 
into effect in April 2003, of which the plans have not yet been dis-
closed. 
It is of paramount importance that women who have been 
attacked know that there are women's services still available. For 
example, Vancouver Rape Relief and Women's Shelter operates a 
24-hour rape crisis line, providing emotional support, informacion 
and advocacy, as well as operating a transition house for women 
escaping violence. Women's groups are also protesting against these 
cuts, and fighting for the services essential to women of all ages, 
races, backgrounds, and economic status. 
Women, if you have been attacked please do not let Premier 
Gordon Campbell's government dissuade you from seeking help 
from the women's organizations in the Lower Mainland. Send the 
government a message: women need these services now. 
- Erin Sandberg 
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Op-Ed 
21 st Century medieualism 
Bryan Johnson 
OP Rantibutor 
the other press 
84 percent of Americans believe God created humankind. Muslim girls in Canada are 
putting on the chador, the headgear prescribed in Muslim countries, in increasing 
numbers. Tibetan Buddhism is hot right now, what with reincarnation, karma, and all 
those groovy lamas. You can go get your chaktas vacuumed and your third eye opened 
at a million places in Vancouver. Want a few needles stuck into you? A chart showing 
16 hot and cold hells? For all the gory details, pick up Meditative States, a book based 
on lectures by a lama at the University ofVirgini<;t. It obviously took someone a long 
time to dream up more types of suffering than there ate Tibetans. But it's not only in 
the States where adults sit through these sorts of lectures without smirking in hopeless 
disbelief until their faces crack. Nope-Tibetan Buddhism is just as hot in Canada. 
Pluto's influence on your eating habits? 
Jesus, am I the only one who realizes the we ate not in the 14th cen-
tury anymore? What is it with our psycho-phantic need to take on the 
infantile delusions of medieval cultures, whether Christian, Muslim, 
Buddhist, Hindu, Jewish, or bloody Chinese? Am I the only one who 
has seen the Hubble shots looking out 12 billion light years into 
empty space? Am I the only one who has seen "Great Moments in 
Surgery," where they lop the top off someone's head or crack their 
ribcage open like a fucking oyster? Take a hard look. There's no one 
home! No soul, no spirit, no chakras, no third eyes ... nothing to get 
energized, nothing to get enlightened, nothing to reincarnate, and no 
place to reincarnate to. Nothing but blood and guts and vast clouds 
of interstellar dust! 
And then we've got the Hindus, what with chakras and channels 
and drinking your own pee. Christ, if you read Ramana Maharshi, 
you'll see that the Indians who dreamed it all up three thousand years 
ago knew it was all imagination even back then. So what do we do? 
Gulp! Hot and steaming. And now Hindu fundamentalism is leading 
to a revival of "sari," where the widow toasts herself on her dead hus-
band's pyre. When the police went to stop a recent attempt, the vil-
lagers threw rocks at them. ROCKS! They haven't even invented the 
fucking spear yet! 
And then there ate the Jews in Israel acting like the New Testament 
is a thing of the future and the Chinese selling bear gall bladders as 
the rich man's Viagra, (the same people who dreamed up acupuncture 
also dreamed up foot-binding)! 
But just look south. We've got the New Christian Nation provok-
ing a war with Iraq just to eliminate one more bug up the ass of evan-
gelical capitalism. I predict ten thousand people will die in the next year at the hands 
of the fucking New Crusaders. It's no coincidence you can get a population who ate so 
stunningly ignorant of the universe and themselves to go to war on grounds as equally 
vapid as their Christianity. 
And what do we in Canada take from these societies: got any utter-
ly useless juju-magic you want to sell? We want it; we'll take it; don't 
bother wrapping it up! 
So just what exactly is your problem that you need this shit? Can't figure out why you 
hate your mom? Or yourself? Sex a little too scary? How about death? 
As for the Muslims here in Canada, why would anyone who is already free of the fool-
ish belief that headgear makes a whiff of difference to your spirituality start adopting 
such a belief? Has no one else read about stoning in Islamic Nigeria, judicial amputa-
tions, and genital mutilation? We ate talking hypnotically cruel intentions, laws, and 
practices. You really want to associate yourself with this? 
Does nobody get it? We're adopting medieval religions that are worse than the 
medieval religions we left behind four hundred years ago when Newton discovered 
gravity. I suggest it's bloody time you got a subscription to Scientific American (now 
there's a contradiction in terms for ya), Sky and Telescope, Open-Heart-Surgery Digest, 
whatever- The National Enquirer has got to be more informative than whatever tripe 
you are reading now if only because it has a date across the top that clearly indicates 
you have arrived in the 21st Century! And then we've got the Tibetan Buddhists. Have you ever read a description of the 
Science matters 
marine park protects more than penguins 
Dauid Suzuki 
News of the creation of the world's largest marine pro-
tected area neat Antarctica reminded me of a cartoon 
from a few years ago. Under the title "Biodiversity in the 
Antarctic" was a drawing of two penguins on either 
side of an ice flow. One bird was labeled "a penguin," the 
other, "another penguin." 
The cartoon is funny, but not exactly accurate. At first 
blush, the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic may seem like 
cold, barren wastelands, but these areas actually harbour 
an impressive array of marine life. Australia's recent dec-
laration of a new, fully protected marine reserve around 
the sub-Antarctic Heard Island and McDonald Islands is 
thus a welcome step, and one that other countries should 
consider for their own marine areas. 
The Heard and McDonald Islands ate indeed cold, 
rocky, desolate places. Located 4,500 kilometres south-
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west of mainland Australia, the islands share little in 
common with their much larger and warmer mother-
landd-except their isolation. Heard Island, the largest 
by fat in the group, is just a few hundred square kilome-
tres in size and dominated by Big Ben, Australia's tallest 
mountain and only active volcano. Protected by some of 
the world's roughest seas, these islands are some of the 
most isolated and truly wild places on Earth- and an 
excellent place to study evolution at work. This is the 
only sub-Antarctic island ecosystem that has not been 
colonized by introduced species. 
Although the land area itself is small, the protected area 
is huge, extending to the ocean between and around all 
the islands, creating a safe zone for wildlife of some 
65,000 square kilometres-larger than Nova Scotia or 
Ireland. It's home to the threatened southern elephant 
seal, the fur seal, two species of albatross and several 
species of, yes, penguin. In fact, its Macaroni penguin 
colonies are famous for their size-numbering in the 
millions of birds. Below the ocean surface lies an even 
greater diversity of life, replete with corals, sponges and 
barnacles, as well as icefish and toothfish (sea bass)-two 
commercially important and overfished species. 
This area is now to be fUlly protected, meaning that no 
oil drilling, mining, fishing or other potentially damag-
ing resource-extraction activity can take place here. But 
while fishing is prohibited within the reserve, its creation 
will ultimately benefit commercial fishermen because the 
area will act like a nursery-a protected area for fish to 
grow and reproduce. Studies have shown that marine 
reserves help boost fish stocks, both within the reserve as 
well as in outlying waters. Because of this success, many 
scientists have argued that 30 percent of the world's 
oceans should be protected in order to save threatened 
fish stocks. Right now, such areas total just 0.1 percent. 
That's why Australia's announcement of this protected 
area is such good news . It also came just days after the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature 
increased the number of world species believed to be 
close to extinction. The number at high-risk now stands 
at 11, 167- an increase of 124 this year. And that's just a 
rough estimate. In fact, we really know very little about 
just how many species there are, let alone which ones are 
in trouble. If estimates of the number of all species on 
Earth ate reasonable, at between 10 and 30 million, then 
for every species we know about, there will be seven to 20 
that we don't know about. 
And scientists still find new species all the time. 
Recently, researchers were astonished to discover more 
than 100 new species of frog in a tiny patch of Sri 
Lankan rainforest. That's the good news. The bad news is 
that researchers failed to find dozens of other frog species 
that had been catalogued in the area decades earlier-
likely because only frve percent of the original rainforest 
remalfls. 
Earth is a living planet. If you look closely, you can find 
a surprising amount of life almost everywhere-even 
places as desolate as Heard Island. But humans ate now 
everywhere too. And we hold the fate of many other 
species in our hands. Creating protected marine areas is 
an important step towards conserving that life. The 
Australian announcement is one such step, but we have a 
long climb ahead. 
To discuss this topic with others, visit the discussion 
forum at www.davidsuzuki.org. 
the other press 
Op-Ed 
the Other Press' Opinion Poll 
Last week's poll question was about breasts. And the winner, by a landslide is ... 
REAL BOOBS: 12 FAKE BOOBS: 0 
And here's a &w thoughts from the Douglas College community: 
Is the opiniotr poll going to map the whole female anatomy one erogenous zone at a 
time? Frankly, or is that Surely? This rather titillating question conjures issues of psy-
chological rather than aesthetic consideration. Is it vanity or neurosis that inspires 
women to go to such extremes? Either way, this is one male that shudders at the 
thought of altering the body when the problem is in the mind. 
- A. H. 
This is a difficult question. Of course beautiful breasts that are naturally so, are prefer-
able, but if you weren't blessed with a shapely set, a kick-ass pair of falsies are lovely. If a 
woman feels sexy with what she's packing, then I don't think it matters. So I guess I 
vote natural, but let it be known I have nothing against implants, reconstructive sur-
gery, etc. 
- J. AL. 
Real. Fake *might* seem nice, but I'd prefer them not to be bigger than my head, 
thank you very much. (On the other hand, if they're *naturally* bigger than my head, I 
won't complain ... ) 
-pyok 
Natural. And don't gimme any of that "I did it for my self confidence" crap either. 
-E. 
Nuthin' better than a woman's natural breasts ... it's true! 
-davidoff 
Real. Why would anyone want to have potentially life-threatening surgery to obtain a 
fake body image? Not to mention the fact that implants often cause physical problems, 
including back pain because of the unnatural weight distribution. People need to grow 
up and learn to deal with women's bodies as they are naturally. 
-BSG 
As someone whose gaping vulnerability and infantile needs induce even the hardest 
bitch to start lactating, I still receive a significant portion of my daily carbohydrate 
requirements from the innumerable women who insist on forcing me to the breast to 
relieve the pressure in their swollen glands. It therefore goes without saying that I defi-
nitely prefer real breasts. Silicone gives me gas. 
-Bryan 
And now for this week's poll. Just when you thought it couldn't get any 
trashier ... 
Would you sleep with an instructor for a good grade?* 
*Disclaimer: This poll is purely hypothetical and in no way implies that 
any instructor at Douglas College would think of sleeping with you in a 
billion years. So don't go propositioning your instructors- study more 
instead. 
Vote by Friday at midnight please. By email- opopinion@hotmail.com. 
(If you include comments, please sign your name so we know it's okay to 
use it.) By fax- 604.525.3505. By voicemail- 604.525.3542. Or drop 
off your vote and comments at the Other Press office, room 1020. 
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The Third Degree 
Rea Harasemljuk 
OP photographer 
Question: What would you like 
to read about more in the OP? 
I would like to get 
more information 
about changes in the 
programs. 
Agnes 
More a bout changes in 
job opportunities relat-
ed to government cut-
backs. 
Kat 
I like the stories and 
articles in the OP. I am 
happy with the way it 
ts. 
Jamie 
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Kerry Euans 
Culture Editor 
Douglas College Events 
Noon at New West presents 
Martha Brickman, harpsichord 
Baroque Music for Harpsichord 
Performing Arts Theatre 
October 24th at 12:30 p.m. 
-Literature Alive presents 
Brad Cran, poet 
Room 3408, New West Campus 
October 26th at 11:00 a.m. 
Gallery Events 
Urban Ink Productions 
The Firehall Arts Centre 
Rare Earth Arias 
October 17th-26th at 6 p.m. 
Vicky Marshall 
Still Life Paintings 
Section Editor: llerrg fUiUlS 
submlt_to_culbl'e@lyahoo.ca 
Tickets available through Ticketmaster 
The Tea Party 
Canadian Rock Trio 
Orpheum Theatre 
October 29th 
Tickets available through Ticketmaster 
Gwar 
Gore-rockers from Antartica 
Commodore Ballroom 
October 27th at 8:00p.m. 
Tickets available through Scrape, Zulu, Scratch, and 
Noize! Records 
Musical Events 
Bobby Previte & Bump plus 
Michael Occhipinti "Creation Dream" 
Capilano College Performing Arts Theatre 
October 25th at 8:00p.m. 
The exhibition is of a sutvey of the artist's still life 
paintings dating back to 1984. SalifKeita 
Evergreen Cultural Centre 
October 27th - December 7th 
Call 604-927-6550 for further information. 
Concerts 
Mindless Self Indulgence 
With special guests 
Richard's on Richards 
October 25th at 7:30p.m. 
Ani D iF ran co 
In a rare solo concert 
Q.uxn Eliza~th Theatre 
October 29th at 8:00p.m. 
Commodore (868 Granville St.) 
October 28th at 8:30 p.m. 
Mark Helias' "Open Loose" 
Western Front (303 £.8th Ave.) 
October 30th at 8:00 p.m. 
Literary E-wnts 
Bolts of Fiction 
Open Mic. Followed by spotlight on featured PROSE 
readers chosen by loc:;al organizations for writers. 
Colleen Heinrich and Gerhard Winkler 
El Cocal Restaurant (1037 Commercial Drive) 
October 28th at 7:30 p.m. 
Game Reuiew 
mobile Suit Gundam Char's Counter flttack 
nick Hogg 
Op ftnimaton 
Released by: Bandai Entertainment 
Running time: 130 minutes 
@ pagelO 
Well twelve years after its theatrical release we finally get an offi-
cial English version of Char's Counter Attack. Just about every 
Gundam fan out there was waiting for this frlm, and thankfully 
it's doesn't disappoint. 
Audio is redone to include Japanese and English 5.1 channel 
surround sound options, along with a two-channel sound for 
both languages. The video quality is good considering that this 
was in theaters 12 years ago. Although this isn't as flashy as any 
of the newer stuff, it's nice and still entertaining, and as a side 
note this frlm has the first appearance of computer animation 
being used in anime. The disc doesn't really contain much 
except the movie, a few trailers for things, the original movie 
trailer and a really weird music video that's not quite worth 
watching. The menus are straightforward and easy to navigate, 
although that's mostly because of the lack of extras. One thing 
about the package that impressed me was the DVD Slip cover 
with an embossed gold Zeon symbol on a reddish brown back-
ground, this look very impressive. And the DVD itself has a 
reversible cover; depending on weather you want Char with his 
Sazabi, or Amuro, with the Nu Gundam. 
Char's Counter Attack is a grudge match that has been ten years 
in the making between Char Anazable, and Amuro Ray. Why all 
the hostility between these two? Well besides being on separate 
the other press 
Call 604-254-0355 for further information 
Mall Talk 
Vancouver Society of Storytelling 
Oakridge Centre, in Vancouver 
October 26th and 27th at 1:00 and 3:00p.m. 
Call 604-876-2272 for more information 
Theatre Events 
Zarathushti International Film Festival 
Films exploring the Persian culture 
Presentation House Theatre 
October 25th-27th at 8:00 p.m. 
Contact the box office at 604-990-3474 for further 
information. 
Obsession 
An evening of new plays 
Vancouver East Cultural Centre 
October 29th-November 9th 
Tickets available through Ticketrnaster 
Misc. 
Halloween Haunted Vancouver Tours 
The trolley tour departs nightly from the Vancouver 
Museum. 
October 18th- ovember 2nd at 7:00 and 9:00p.m. 
Reserve tickets by calling 604.861-6508 
sides of a horrific war, Lalah. She was a student of Char's who 
fell in love with Amuro, and in a subsequent battle, got between 
Char and Amuro while they were fighting and was killed by 
Amuro. This is all set along the backdrop of determining the 
path that humanity should choose to take. 
As the film opens, an asteroid courtesy of Char is plummet-
ing towards earth while Gundam and the other Londo Bell 
Forces try to stop it. The plot plays out very well, although it's 
Gundam so we all have some idea what the story's going to be 
like anyway. But the plot's not why one would watch Gundam; 
you have lots of mobile suits in epic space battles. The space bat-
tles are amazing, they're large, they're epic, and filled with explo-
sions. I have to say how much I missed seeing funnels zipping 
around space blowing stuff up, nothing's cooler than fUnnels in 
this reviewer's mind. And as soon as someone invents funnels, 
I'm going to be the first person to buy them, provided I can 
import them from Japan. 
Overall it was a great movie redone, with great sounds, and 
nicely packaged in a collector's sleeve. Although keep in mind 
this is coming from the guy who has a small plastic Gundam 
army. But if you like Gundam, robots, epic space battles, or just 
have some obsessive need to watch every anime every made, 
then this a disc not to miss. 
- the other press 
CD Reuiew 
Outside Inside 
by The String Cheese Incident 
Tom mellish 
OP Contributor 
It's been nearly three years since The String Cheese Incident released 
their fourth studio album of road-tested tunes. That was Round the 
Wheel on their SCI-Fi record label. The latest, Outside Inside, was 
reco rded in Austin, Texas under the guiding hand of Los 
Lobos/Tragically H ip producer Steve Berlin. 
Great jam bands can sometimes suffer when out of their natural 
habitat. This much anticipated studio album is truly a high point for 
The String Cheese Incident. On this studio album, in contrast to 
their live "On the Road" series, there is better acoustics, miking-
namely on the voices. All is much clearer and the sound quality is 
good. The mix is well handled and studio effects controlled. The 
Outside Inside deficient is in the dynamic range, with little difference 
between the loud and soft passages. 
The String Cheese Incedent blows its load with a magnificent open-
ing. The tide track wafts, shows the influence of the mother of all jam 
bands, the Grateful Dead, and then pulls back into its eccentric shell. 
The fUnky, side walking of "Joyful Sound" by bassist Moseley fo l-
lows more of the unexpected. W ith rap-like vocals, and humble lyrics, 
with track's mix of acoustic and electric instrumen tation, the result is 
a pleasant surprise. 
On the third track, Kyle Hollingsworth invites the listener to close 
their eyes and look inside. With its slide guitar and piano, it shares the 
story-telling/parables of those who know truths. The impetus pre tty 
much goes out of the album after the third song. 
The funky riff and audacious fUnk horn lines of special guests Karl 
Denson and Andy Cleaves on "Black and White" bubble up the scat. 
The effects-laden vocals burn through the heavy funky blues track 
"Sing a New Song'' . 
The instrumental "Latinissmo" takes up the Latin groove the group 
is known for. While it begins as a surprisingly sedate instrumental 
duet of piano and guitar, at an almost romantic pace, the salsa heats 
up for an eerie Kang violin solo. 
Next, I thought for sure the musical raft was making its way 
through a Caribbean departure with "Search''. Then, melodic with a 
tightly planned organization, "Drifting'', by Bill Nershi, with intro-
spective swirling currents winding me downstream. They explore jazz, 
most obviously with the instrumental "Drifting". 
The blues wrangling of"Lost" is another piece with fme moments. 
Lots of great acoustic guitar work by co-writer Bill Nershi. 
The lyrics of the sluggish ninth track, "Sing a New Song'', seem out 
of sync with the music. 
The rock steady riff in the chorus of "Rollover'' offsets the dusky 
verses. It is in the eleven minute version of "Rollover'' that the band's 
clarity gets lost and monotonous, to emerge into the last track. 
The album ends with the style in which The String Cheese Incident 
started- bluegrass. "Up the Canyon" is a typical homesick bluegrass 
song. 
The String Cheese Incident pours out their spmt 
through their trademark Poliethnic-Funkified-Afro-J azzadelic-
Bluegrass . I think kids will love this album; it has heart and is child-
like. It asks more that you let go rather than try to grasp; have a good 
time, and don't look too hard. Enjoy. 
Go to <http:/ /www.nettwerk. com/ > for liquid audio, mp3 single, 
or Quicktime. Also <www.stringcheeseincident.com> to download 
mp3s and tour dates. 
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Do you look between 18-:23'? Are you full of personalitY? Do you skateboard in the 
summer, sno\llboard in the winter, and change your hair colour as often as your 
undeiWeal'? Do you consider cartoons to be high art. and computet games high wlture? 
If you're artiwlate 11\.tth a unique point of view, if you•re someone who can think on their 
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put yourself on \lideo tape and send us all your cool deets by Nov. 5. 2002 to: Human 
Resources, Corus EntertainrMnt, :23 fraser Avenue, Toronto, Ontario. M3K 1Y7 
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Concert Reuiew 
The String Cheese Incident 
Oeuon lewis 
OP Contributor 
Culture 
As I approach The Center, a fancy building on Homer Street with men in suits and ties 
holding open the shiny glass doors like some posh hotel, I am drawn to the circling 
beats of bongo drums. As I walked past, I was greeted by a clad of young hipsters 
strewn along the side of the building waiting to get in to the concert. Their crazy dreads 
and tom creative mix-and-match wear seemed to clash with the rest of the crisp, mod-
em building, though the contrast tended to offer it a sense of equilibrium. Immediately, 
I felt some wild waves of energy surrounding me. Maybe it was when a girl walked by 
with a box full of an assortment of crystals, or when this guy strolled by wearing a shirt 
in the unmistakable Jamaican colors of yellow, red and green stating the message, 'One 
life, One heart', that provoked the crazed, peacefUl energy that possessed me when I 
approached the place. 
I had never heard ofThe String Cheese Incident, but I was already eager to see them 
play. The SCI is a band that originated out of five ski bums in 1993 in a ski town called 
Cresred Butte in Colorado. SCI has been touring ever since with their name belong-
ing to a total of five records with their latest album Outside Inside on their own record 
label called SCI Fidelity Records. The band has a huge following and the people of 
Vancouver were very eager to see them play as well as a large number of followers from 
the United States waiting impatiently and excitedly. 
The auditorium was packed. I found my way up front with the speaker booming in 
my right ear. Not two seconds after the lights dimmed I could already smell the fust 
joint being lit as the audience waited, eager to dance. Everyone leaped up simultane-
ously as the mandolinist/violinist Michael Kang, guitarist Bill Nershi, bassist Keith 
Moseley, pianist Kyle Hollingsworth and p rcussionist Michael Travis made their way 
on stage. Hardly anybody was sitting in their seats and when the music started, the 
whole auditorium was like some mad, untamed party with the energetic vibrations 
seeping from the stage like an explosion of rhythmic insomnia. The glow sticks that 
bobbed up and down and the balloons and streamers that flew above the audience 
seemed to come out of nowhere from the blanket of figures flinging wildly to the beat. 
Now if I was asked what .kind of band it was, I couldn't tell you. I couldn't categorize 
them into a certain genre if I tried; they stood in a category all on their own. They 
experimented with all sorts of types of music from bluegrass, folk, fUnk and country 
with limitless boundaries, creating a totally unconventional type of sound. However 
they are known to possess the trademark sound of "Polienthnic-Funkified-Afro-
Jazzadelic-Bluegrass", if that helps describe them any better. These five members, how-
ever, never missed a beat. The concert seemed more like a psychedelic jam session than 
anything else and at some points there seemed to flow a nostalgic 60s fed from their 
instruments, backed by swirly purple patterns swimming behind them on the walls. 
Their songs themselves were unconventional, with no limitations to verse-chorus-verse 
Film Reuiew 
Hysterical Blindness 
Kerry Euans 
Culture Editor 
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Bryane and Adrienne 
types of structure. The songs were seemingly never-ending like a stream of conscious, 
musical vibrancy that took over the body and set it free so it could do nothing more 
than groove to the sounds . 
The five band members seemed to all be in synch with each other, listening and feel-
ing the music as one and letting each one have their turn to shine with their instrument. 
Kang, with his violin, would provoke a feral energy in the audience causing them to 
jump around excitedly to the fast paced up-beat stream of melodious scales. Moseley 
was experimental with a range of different types of drums going off on trance-like solos 
on his bongos like some wild jungle beats . The band all shared the part of singing, 
though the lyrical content of the band was quite minimal. In one song, Nershi bel-
lowed, "I've big shoes on ... l've got big shoes on today'', which were the only lyrics of 
the whole song. I could not decipher any sort of message, if any, from any of the lyrics, 
but it really didn't matter since the music seemed to speak for itself It was a nice change 
to see the instruments take more control over the music than the lyrical content, to a 
time before they even had lyrics, just this time it was mixed with a range of electronic 
loops and chords it enabl~s us to feel what the music has to say instead of just hearing 
it. 
It was a great interplay of energies-where the audience would feed off the energy of 
the music while the band would feed off the energy of the audience. All seeming to be 
on the same songbook, and understanding the same message- and that was to just set 
yourself free and go with the flow. 
This is how music is the universal language. 
Juliette Lewis, Uma Thurman and Gena Rowlands star 
in the film Hysterical Blindness. First released at the 
Sundance Film Festival and then on HBO on August 
24th, 2002, Hysterical Blindness is set to be released on 
DVD sometime in December 2002. 
Rowlands plays Thurman's mother who is trying to 
fmd someone special to share her life with. She is some-
what more successful than the girls are. Lewis and 
Thurman desperately try to snag themselves men 
throughout the film. They gussy up every weekend and 
head out in Thurman's black Iroc to the local Jersey bars . 
They order drinks and flaunt their stuff around the bar 
all the while wearing acid-wash jean skirts. It's a hilarious 
flashback for us who attended high school in the 80s. It 
reminds me of a story that my friend always tells me. She 
and her high school gal pal used to wear jean skirts, half-
tops and cowboy boots . Can you just imagine? 
bar telephone to call to check on her. She got 
knocked up at 16 and turned down a proposal 
from the father. At the point of the film, she's 
now kicking herself once she realizes that the 
pickings are slim and how non-committal men 
are to women with kids. 
Back to the movie ... the gals could never stay out at the 
bar all night because L:wis' character had a nine-year-old 
kid sitting at home alone. Don't worry, she often used the 
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Thurman is very realistically trashy. Kinda sad 
how she throws herself at any guy at the bar, 
then thinks he's "the one". The character seems 
over-dramatized bur in all realty, these are prac-
tices of girls/women even in the millennium. 
There are so many emotions developed in this 
film through amazing characters. I was sad, 
laughing, and angry at many points. This is what 
films are supposed to be like. Stir something up 
in people, change someone's view on a topic, make you 
think a bit. Well, I did all of the above. I can't wait until 
the film is released so that everyone can enjoy it and it 
can gain the recognition it deserves. 
I checked out some information on this movie on the 
internet and found a discussion forum about the movie. 
Many people think that the film is a good candidate for 
a television series, and I agree. What are the chances 
L:wis, Thurman, and Rowlands will switch to TV? 
Yeah ... I'll just buy the movie. 
other press 
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lusions of Grandeur 
prints in Illusiom of Grandeur are performers, beloved win-
dressing in golden frames. Magazine scraps, vintage post-
and antique sheet music have been taken, cut, pasted, 
painted into the_;>rivate language of the illusionist. 
Complementing the show are items from the Douglas 
theatre costume collection and the personal collection 
.,._,uu.•a McCallum. Other props include old songbooks, dust, 
lingerie and bloomers. 
Keary has been on the fringe of Douglas College since 
its inception, when the theatre department was at the 
Art Centre. Keary has worked as a costume designer, a 
a din:ctor, designer, and consultant. A graduate of 
Vancouver Film School, . Keary tried the industry of 
North but found he hated it. His heart is fully 
in the theatre. There, his scale and intensity is 
• u.uoc•ll, whereas film is less lush and fantastic than live the-
you are going to view any of these prints, take in the "Music 
Night" series inspired by the music of Stephen Sodheim. 
only plead with you to fmd them. "Liaisons" features 
Victorian figures, only strange because of the postures 
shades, the combination of textures striking a reverberating 
tone. Beneath, the second in the "Night Waltz," the 
has defmitdy struck twelve and the Wonderland dance 
is revealed to be within its own picture frame. 
the same series, there is the memorial of "Remember" 
"The Glamorous Life" where the mundane is transported 
to the stage, while the seats in the audience wait empty. In 
Anticipation" a great stone face looks into a doll-
of a stage, as though a stony-faced audience. 
is the demure star of the "Prima Donnas" 
with a veracity of red lips, shadow-scored skin, and 
blue. This piece is all love, power, and possession 
disturbs and beckons. The other operatic heroines wait for 
in the wings, superimposed over sheet music. Music is their 
ilm Reuiew 
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The Amelia Douglas Gallery 
dress, or their backdrop, playing some role in the play. 
The other series are: the "Don't Make A Scene" classic 
Hollywood films series, the Victorian era "A Stage in Our Past", 
the Bel Canto inspired "Souvenirs d'Opera" series, the playful 
"Bodice & Soul", and "Plump & Circumstance", and fmally 
"Legends" . 
"Paint what you know. I have notebooks full of stuff that I'll 
never have time to do," says the artist. ''A friend told me to just 
go for it," and now he is pursuing it full time. "In this medi-
um," he says, "I don't have to prostitute myself like Neil 
Simon." 
One of tJs Keary's earliest memories of making theatrical-
based art was as a child, using red poster paints to paint a pre-
sidium arch-the picture frame used since Greek antiquity. 
After a span of years, in need of a wedding present, Keary cre-
ated the first "illusion of grandeur" ... This was so well-received 
• that the grand illusions have continued. 
Up next, Keary has an "Alice In Wonderland" exhibit in the 
works, and Mozart's "Magic Flute" -where viewers will walk 
through the pictures. 
There is a message here in the work. The average passerby, 
might not understand. But for the theatre student who is 
drawn to the flame of the stage, there is a story unfolding. Vivid 
and crisp collage illustrations, these theatrical masks of manic 
emotion take us to into passionate combinations. Pursuant of 
the value of dreams, theatre is revealed as the art of making 
grand illusions. 
Keary's bio posted in the gallery is worthy of noting. We 
should all dream, and strive to attain our dreams-and that is 
what his work is about. There, on the Douglas College stage, 
are the dreamers, inviting us to dream with them. There waits 
the grandeur that we are all missing in the illusion of life. 
For gallery times call 604-527-5465. 
For purchase info rmation call 604-526-2961 or email 
jihmi@istar.ca. 
over to my left and notice that my friend isn't even 
at the screen. I nudge her, motioning frantically 
her to look at the gruesome images, but she just 
her head in a flat-out refusal. Now, I admit that 
scenes it was even hard for me to look, out offear 
I was going to see next. I'll admit that I was a lit-
perturbed by some of the contorted faces that still 
in the back of my mind like a creepy slide show. 
don't get me wrong, this wasn't one of those horror 
that go a mile a second, with barely a strand of a 
to keep it together, purdy relying on tons of gore 
blood frame after frame. No, this film did not desen-
me from blood and violence, but instead left me 
my seat fearing what would come next. 
reporter, as she unravels the enigmatic videotape 
filled with nightmarish images. The urban leg-
end starts when four teenagers die exactly seven 
days after viewing the tape. Rachel, led by her 
investigative curiosity, along with her friend 
Noah (Martin Henderson) are led on the path to 
solve the arcane videotape. She gets caught up in 
the inescapable web of the legend and now must 
decipher its secret to save herself and her son 
(David Dorman) . The actors really draw the 
viewer into the horror, with Watts displaying a 
range of emotional drama and Henderson play-
ing more of a character that inwardly displays his 
emotions but still is just as brave as Watts. 
re Verbinski directed The Ring, a remake of Japan's 
October 23, 2002 
Perpetual Anticipation 
Liaisons 
t box office hit and based on the novel by Koji 
The screenplay, written by Ehren Kruger, was 
well done in a way that the viewer is always 
and cannot predict what is going to happen 
The film takes us through the mystery with Rachel 
(played by award winning Naomi Watts), a news 
The cinematography was extremely well done 
with creative images filled with symbolism and 
enticing special effects. The make-up was very 
well done, creating corps-like skin tones that are hard to 
put out of one's mind long after seeing the film. 
Unfortunately, the only thing that gave away that it was 
an independent film put on by Dream Works Pictures, 
was that in some scenes, one could see the boom mike 
bobbing up and down at the top of the screen. It was, 
however, a nice relief from the lurid visions as the audi-
ence bursts into mad laughter reminding them again that 
it's not real, it's only a movie. 
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Top Ten "made me Cry" mouies 
(no particular order) 
Kerry Euans 
Culture Editor 
10. T~ms of Erukarmmt 
Starring: Shirley MacLaine, Debra Winger and Jack 
Nicholson 
This film is a definite tear-jerker. This movie will make 
you realize that your life probably isn't so bad after all. It 
proves the " it can't get any worse than this" theory wrong. 
Ultimately the movie is about the relationship between a 
mother and daughter (MacLaine and Wmger) but it's all 
the rest of it that has the tears streaming down your face. 
9. Wh"~ th~ H~art Is 
Starring: Natalie Portman and Ashley Judd 
T he old tale of single mothers done wrong by men. Gut 
wrenching real issues are done with tas te and emotion. 
Crying was necessary and mandatory during many scenes 
of this film. 
8. Pay It Forward 
Starring: Haley Joel Osment, Helen Hunt and Kevin 
Spacey 
Osment plays a student who is given a task by teacher 
Kevin Spacey. His mother, Helen Hunt, is a lunatic alco-
holic. There are eye-misting scenes throughout but the 
end requires a whole box of kleenex. 
7. B~ach~s 
Starring: Bette Midler, Barbara Hershey 
The following of two girls' friendship through girls to 
adult through thick and thin. When tragedy strikes, the 
true friendship is put to the test. Sad, sad, sad. 
6. St~pmom 
Starring: Susan Sarandon, Julia Roberts and Ed Harris 
This one hits home because I have a child who has a step-
mother and it freaks me out to think that someone other 
than me many raise her. This movie made me think 
about the relationships in my life. As usual, the end rips 
your heart out even though you know it's heading your 
way. You sleeves get wet from wiping away the teari. 
5. ]ohn Q. 
Starring: Denzel Washington 
His child falls ill and the man, in this case the insurance 
people and hospital, screws him over to the fullest. He 
does everything possible, legal and illegal, to fmd a solu-
tion. I can't remember the last time I cried so hard. I was 
still crying about it later that night. Damn movies! 
4 . We Were Soldiers 
Starring: Mel Gibson, Madeline Stowe, Greg Kinnear, 
Paparazzi: Caught on Campus 
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Every week in the Culture Section, we will be featuring a photo and brief bio of one male 
and one female. If you've got style or know someone who does, please feel free to visit us 
in the office (rm 1020), or call us at 604-525-3542. 
Names: Vida (on left), Tanis (on right) 
Age: 19 (Vida), 20 (Tan is) 
Status: Two single gals 
Program of Study: General Studies 
(Vida), Criminology (Tanis) 
What are you wearing?: Tanis: shirt, Off 
The Wall; pants, Below The Belt; shoes, 
Transit. 
Vida: shirt, Jacob; pants, Buffalo; Shoes, 
BB Blue. 
What do you want to be when you 
grow up?: Tanis : Police Officer; Vida: A 
little of this and a little of that. 
Sam Elliott, Chris Klein, Keri Russell and Barry Pe 
An authentic Vietnam War film. I mean, people are 
there in the trenches and losing their lives and that's 
Bur the real heartstrings get pulled when the 
start getting delivered. Very painful scenes. I will 
look at taxi-drivers again. 
3.]oy Luck CluJ, 
Based on a book by AmY. Tan 
This is the story of four women and the past, 
and futures of their lives. Some of their past is too 
tic that you know these things really happen and it 
dens a person deeply. 
2. Titanic 
Starring: Kate Wins let, Leonardo DiCaprio 
Well, they made the movie even sadder because 
added a love triangle, but the real tears stem from 
actual horrific loss that occurs. All the lives lost ... 
nothing sadder than the faces on the poor people 
behind the gates. 
1. Pollyanna 
Poor little rich girl! Yeah, I'm stretching, but 
when she broke her leg and had to get surgery? ... 
Name: Harpreet 
Age: 19 
Status: Single 
Program of Study: Criminology 
What are you wearing?: Versace shirt, 
silver coloured Mavi jeans. 
What do you want to be when you 
grow up?: An immigration officer to 
deport illegal immigrants, and business 
owner in partnership with my father. 
Photos by Rea 
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By Devon Lewis 
How long will these shadows haunt me? 
Will I see you every time I look in the mirror 
Thinking of the way you would taunt me? 
Violently raking the bristles across my child's scalp 
Telling me how ugly 
Was my smile. 
You are there, tourturing me with 
Cruel words in voice of bile 
And I become nothing that matters. 
I once thought that it would take a while, 
Before the phantom of you ceased 
Clawing at my soul, 
But you remain. 
Hyder, Alaska 
The river is swollen already 
in late August 
with millions of salmon 
on their Long March. 
Only a few will make it, 
only to perish on the banks. 
Far up north on this river, 
only four creatures make a sound. 
The gulls make their playground nciise, 
fighting among one another for the feast. 
The bears, some are grizzly, 
roar their conquest of a late pre-hibernation 
meal, of the spawning salmon, 
that are heard splashing and crawling 
their way upstream 
to where they will leave life behind 
on their path to death. 
The incessant clicking and "look, look!" 
of the eco-tourist from Germany, 
sloshes by in his leopard-patterned gortex, 
matching exactly the outfit of his wife, 
must take one more shot, 
before returning to town to order seafood. 
The tourist spies a black bear eating his meal, 
and asks Smokey to smile politely for the camera. 
The throng of map-toting visitors wanders 
back and forth on the boardwalk, 
they are reminded by the ranger: 
Never run from the boardwalk to your car. 
Excuse me, 
Mr Park Ranger, 
but I have a question: 
What time at night do you put the bears away? 
By Macdonald Stainsby 
And I am less than whole. 
I have become the shadow, 
Present, but not quite sane 
Anymore 
For although you're gone, 
You still inflict the pain. 
I am in a prison of confUsion, 
Burnt 
By the mark of Caine, 
I am forever flawed, 
Unable to see who I am 
Anymore, 
For the shadow will not give me refrain. 
Colleen Benallick 
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Suen Bellamy 
features Editor 
Michael Kergin 
Michael Kergin, Canada's Ambassador to the United 
States, talks with CUP in an exclusive interview about his 
career, Canadian foreign policy and Canada-US relations 
post-September 11. 
By Radha Subramani, 
The Strand 
TORONTO (CUP)-Michael F. Kergin is the Canadian 
ambassador to the United States. Prior to taking the posi-
tion on October 19, 2000, he had worked for the 
Department of External Affairs in Cameroon, Chile, 
Cuba, and at the United Nations. Ambassador Kergin 
was born in a Canadian military hospital in Bramshott, 
England, on April 26th, 1942, and is a graduate of the 
University of Toronto and of Magdalen College at 
Oxford University. The following is a recent interview 
with Ambassador Kergin. 
CUP: Which college did you belong to at U ofT? 
MK: I was at Trinity College. I spent four years there and 
had a good time. 
CUP: What were some of your favourite memories of 
your time there? 
MK: You make a lot of really good friends there. I was 
not in residence ... but I enjoyed my time there just 
because of meeting people from other parts of Canada. 
Trin is small, so you get an opportunity to know people; 
whereas University College in those days-probably still 
is- very large, and it's harder to get to know people well. 
CUP: History and Languages were your two majors at U 
ofT. Did you always know you wanted to be part of the 
Foreign Service? 
MK: I didn't really know what I wanted to do, frankly. 
After Trinity, I went off to England and studied at 
Oxford. I did Philosophy, Politics and Economics there, 
which is also a good preparation for the Foreign Service, 
I guess . But it was really that I wasn't terribly good at 
Mathematics . I was never a very good student actually. I 
got through okay, but I didn't know quite what I wanted 
to do. 
I had thought about going into business and in fact, I 
had applied to Shell Oil. . .I was quite fortunate because 
the Shell people said, "~ook, we're interested in people 
who have some government background and we'll hold 
the job open for you at Shell for a couple of years. If you 
want to go into the Foreign Service, and it doesn't work 
out, you can always come back." 
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So I entered the Foreign Service. Three days after I joined 
the department I went off to New York where I joined 
the UN General Assembly in 1967. This was right after 
the Six Day War in Israel. I had such an interesting time 
there that I never went back to Shell. I just stayed with 
the Department. 
CUP: What have some of your best experiences been 
during your career? 
MK: I've always been a bit of a field person. I've spent 
almost two thirds of my career being outside of Ottawa. 
I joined the Foreign Service ... because I was interested in 
foreign cultures, and getting to know how other societies 
worked. Ifl look back, I think the most interesting times 
I've had are when I've been able to get out into the field 
and get to know the country. 
What I really enjoyed about [my posting in Cuba] was 
just going out in a car and driving out to the country, 
because the country is very different from the capital. 
People's views in the rural areas, they were very commu-
nist and socialist, and [it was] a different type of person 
than was in the city. 
When I was in Chile, from 74-77, we had a lot of prob-
lems with people who were politically oppressed. We had 
a lot of immigration programs to help them get to 
Canada and I worked with some of the NGOs-religious 
groups. You got into the barrios, the poor working sec-
tions. It's just getting that sort of feel for a country from 
the grassroots up that I found the most interesting part of 
my career, when I look back on it. Those are the things 
that I retain as my interesting memories. 
CUP: The staff of the Canadian Embassy in Washington 
are perceived as operating in a small compact world full 
of bright people, playing at the centre of Canadian poli-
cy and leading it as a response to their perception of 
American needs. Can you comment on that statement? 
MK: Well, I tend to think that anyone who gets into the 
Foreign Service has to be pretty bright to start off with so 
I don't know whether Washington has a monopoly on 
brightness. 
But certainly in terms of Canadian foreign policy, 
[Canada] is significantly, highly affected by what the 
United States is doing. Not only Canadian foreign poli-
cy, but also Canadian domestic policy is also incredibly 
affected by what goes on in Congress ... This is not an 
issue of undercutting our sovereignty, it's just smart 
because what the United States does, given the size of the 
relationship, will inevitably have an impact on our own 
issues. So therefore, being in Washington and being 
ahead in terms of information and insights as to what is 
happening in Washington puts us in a situation of being 
able to report back. We're sort of a forecaster of events; 
we can establish what trend lines are being set up in terms 
I 
of policymaking in the United States and that has a cred-
ible impact. 
The Embassy is one of the conduits by which this infor-
mation goes back to Ottawa. So, we do have an integral 
role, because as Canadian policymakers are looking at 
their options, they have an interest in how it might affect 
the relationship with the United States. So I think there's 
some truth to the fact that more than many embassies, 
this embassy gets involved in policy decision-making in 
Ottawa by virtue of the fact that the United States has 
such an impact on the policy-making in Canada. 
CUP: Many people are disparaging of Canada's attempts 
to guide world affairs. Maureen Appel Molar from the 
Norman Paterson School of International Affairs told 
Mike Trickey, "it is probably rime Canada quit present-
ing itself as a leading actor on the world stage" (Ottawa 
the other press 
Citizen, June 17, 2002). Do you think these people a 
speaking the truth, or do you think that they are simpl 
accepting and promoting a self-deprecating Canadi 
attitude about our place in the world? 
MK: It's very often circumstantial. In the 50s, becaus 
Europe was, financially, in very poor shape, the thir 
world was still under colonial domination; by circum 
stance, Canada was a larger player, comparatively speak 
ing. Now, we've got the independence of India, we've go 
the Chinese resurgence, we've got Latin America, wit 
Brazil, and of course the EU. There are more players · 
the game. So, by contrast, Canada might not appear a 
high profile. 
But that doesn't mean that what Canada has been con 
tributing internationally in terms of creative policies ha 
in anyway diminished or is in any way less relevant ofles 
important than what people were doing in the 50s an 
60s. 
I suspect that when you're in the Foreign Service, 2 
years from now, people will be talking about Axworthy a 
a pioneer, and say that people at this stage aren't doin 
very much. We go through these cycles, a tendency t 
look at the past through rose-tinted glasses. I'm a gre 
believer that every generation gets smarter and learn 
from the mistakes of the previous generation. I thin 
there are smarter people coming into the Foreign Servi 
than when I came into the Foreign Service, and I waul 
venture to say that the people who came into the Forei 
Service in the 60s and 70s were better than the people · 
the 50s and after the Second World War. I think we ten 
to improve with time, and I think it's a bit of a bad ra 
for Trickey to say we're doing nothing and that we've los 
the Pearsonian age. 
CUP: How do you think Canada can begin to change th 
"outdated" perceptions that were given in the survey th 
was commissioned by the federal government to find o 
why Canada's share of foreign direct investment has bee ' 
· falling in the last decade, despite the free-trade agreeme 
with the US and Mexico? (Dean Beeby, Montre 
Gazette, July 8th). 
MK: Well, that's a bit along the lines of getting your me 
sage across. How do you get the people who are othe 
wise occupied in their respective society to pay attentio 
to what they think is something unimportant in Idah 
for example, where a large factor of the land doesn't fa 
tor into their own interests. [Idaho] is the heartland 
America, they don't see Canada as being very relevant t 
their needs, and American investors are quite happ 
investing in America or China or India, with their hu 
populations. When they think of Canada, they think 
it as a state of the Union. It's very tough to fight diat co 
cept. 
I think one of the most effective ways- and I must sa 
I was very skeptical of this earlier one- is the Tea 
Canada trade missions . I've been impressed at how whe 
they've been well-organized and prepared by the co 
sulates, that they do manage to get some very key bus 
ness people out in their respective jurisdictions, and ~ 
PM or premiers will come down. We've done region 
Team Canadas- and we do have a set of meetings we 
established and a set of contacts for that to take place. 
does leave quite an impression; all of a sudden people sa 
"Oh I didn't know much about Canada, but obvious 
they are well-organized with very effective technologies 
They get exposed to Canadian progress and achiev 
ments. I think that is probably not a bad way of trying t 
break through the ignorance barrier, which we're all fad 
with down here. 
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: How do you think that Canada and Mexico can develop the social understand-
g that would make a North American community along the lines of the European 
ion happen? Do you think that North America's geography makes that idea impos-
le? 
:I don't think the geography is so much of a problem ... these days, it's interests that 
ing people together; I don't think geography necessarily separates them. In areas 
ere Canada and Mexico have common interests-in trying to deal with the United 
tes, for example-we'll try to work together. [NAFfA's creation] was a good exam-
of the understanding that between us we could probably have more influence [with 
e United States] than if we were dealt with separately. 
On the social understanding, I think we're still some time away. I think it depends 
at time frame you're looking at, in the sense that Mexico and Canada are such dif-
t societies, in the way they are organized, in terms of their past histories, in terms 
their current sociological and ethnic makeup. We're a huge country of immigrants in 
ada; we are very different country from the country that the two founding fathers 
troduced 200 hundred years ago. I don't think Mexico is all that different from what 
e Spaniards found ... there has been evolution; of course there has been. But in many 
ys, we are a country that is evolving very quickly, and I'm not entirely convinced that 
exico is at the same pace of evolution. It's coming along, and certainly there's no ques-
n that under President Fox they are making extraordinary advances ... but they're still 
· te a distance from where we are. 
I think, eventually, there will be more points of common interest, but right now, in 
e medium term, we are both so preoccupied by the US approach to the respective 
rders. The problems are very different on the two borders, and we're kind of locked 
to trying to fix those problems on the border. 
I think Mexico is evolving now, much quicker than it did before, and now on some 
titucional issues, we will start to see some overlap, but I don't know whether it will 
right now. 
:Jean Chretien has traditionally embraced a "calculated ambivalence" towards the 
ited States, according to political scientist Andrew Cooper among others, where he 
tried to appear neither too close nor too distant from the United States. If you 
pt this interpretation, do you see that approached changed after 9/11? 
: I think the PM is reflecting a common concern, which I don't think has changed 
ce September 11. The Goldilocks thing: the porridge is too hot, the porridge is too 
ld, the porridge is just right, and we're always looking for just the right balance with 
United States: are we too close, are we too distant, or are we just maintaining a very 
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friendly, but sort of business-like relationship with the United States? I think the PM 
has found that balance quite effectively, perhaps- to some extent- in contrast with the 
previous PM, whom some found to be a little too close to the United States. I think 
Canadians have a tremendous respect and admiration for the United States, they're 
probably America's most solid defenders when the chips are down. But having said that, 
there's also a little bit of scratchiness, because we're all concerned about being mistaken 
for Americans, or being seen as too close to the Americans, or being concerned about 
Americans taking over Canadians' way of life. So you have the other side of the rela-
tionship, which is a bit of defensiveness by Canadians, where you're trying to maintain 
our own space, which the Americans fmd quite curious, because they say, "of course you 
have your own space ... "I think the PM has found that balance, and I don't think in 
many ways that has changed since September 11. In fact, I think that what we've done 
on the border in many ways demonstrates the maturity of our relationship in that both 
sides had to make some concessions and compromises on how we manage the border. 
and we had to do that because there was a common problem that we had to solve. 
Giving up things for a greater good, and I think we've done that quite nicely. 
aylight-Sauings: H Walk Through Time 
en Bellamy 
atures Editor 
rst there was time. What followed was a realization that time could be changed. Ever 
ce then, like it or not, there has been daylight-savings time. 
Time in the ancient world was measured by the posicion of celestial bodies. Some of 
e earliest time-keeping instruments have been dated back 20,000 years and were 
ade from simple holes and lines that have been scratched into bones. Each hole indi-
tes one day, and the scratches match diffi:rent phases of the moon. 6,000 years ago in 
t, early stargazers realized that the star Sirius rose up next to the sun every 365 
ys, about when the annual flooding of the Nile occurred. About 1,000 years later in 
at is known today as Iraq, the Sumerians were using a calendar that was divided into 
months of 30 days. Each day was divided up into 12 periods. Each period was two 
urs in duration. Each two-hour period was then further divided into 30 parts of four 
· utes each. The Sumerian system for keeping time was based on the cycles of the 
oon, much like the prehistoric bone records rather than the Egyptian calendar. Later, 
r the Babylonians had replaced the Sumerians in the Tigris-Euphrates region, the 
erian calendar was replaced by a lunar calendar that was comprised of 12, alter-
ring 29 and 30-day months making for a 354-day year. The great circles of standing 
nes, such as Stonehenge, that are spread across Great Britain and Ireland, are each 
sicioned in such a way as to measure the passing of the seasons. In Central and South 
erica, the Mayan culture developed a great cyclical calendar, which spans 5,125 
ars beginning in 3114 BCE (Before Common Era) and ending in 2012 CE, hardy 
e years in our future. The Mayan's had multiple calendars, which are all interrdat-
: the Tzolkin, the Haab, and the Long Count, which combined made up what was 
ed the Great Cycle. The Mayan calendar is perhaps the most accurate of all the 
cient calendars, which measured the solar year to 365.2422 days. The Julian calen-
, introduced by Julius Caesar in 46 BCE, had calculated the solar year to 365.25 
days. The Julian calendar, being inaccurate, caused problems with time over the years, 
and although it added an extra day every four years, by the 16th century the Easter 
Holiday was moving towards summer. In 1582 Pope Gregory XIII decided to skip ten 
days in order to resynchronize the day count with respect to the equinoxes. What hap-
pened in that year was October 4, 1582 was followed by October 15, and yet the role 
of days was not interrupted. It also resulted in the Western world's use of the Gregorian 
calendar, which is still in use today. It is also interesting to note that Russia was the last 
country in the West to reform to the Gregorian calendar. This change occurred after 
the Bolshevik revolution resulting in January 31, 1918 becoming February 14, 1919. 
It must have been like an early version of the "millennium bug." 
Evolution of the dock 
Early clocks seem to have appeared about the same time as the rise of social organi-
zations, bureaucracies, and formal religions. The Egyptians began using obelisks 
between five and six thousand years ago. An obelisk is a tall, tapering, four-sided mon-
ument that casts a shadow across a large circular area, much like an over-sized sundial. 
It allowed the Egyptians to partition the day into morning and afternoon. An obelisk 
also showed the longest and shortest days of the year. As the obelisk calendars devel-
oped, additional markers were added around the base of the monument indicating fur-
ther subdivisions of time. 
Water clocks were one of the first mechanical instruments to measure time. One of 
the oldest water clocks was found in the tomb of Amenhotepl, pharaoh of Egypt 
around 1,500 BCE. The earliest water clocks were large bowls carved into stone. At the 
bottom of the bowl a tiny hole was drilled, allowing water to escape from the bowl at 
a constant rate. Markers were etched into the sides of the bowl, indicating different 
hours. The Ancient Greeks borrowed this technology from the Egyptians, beginning to 
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use water clocks around 375 BCE. The Greek name for water clock was clepsydras, 
translated as "water thieves." The Greeks varied this technology, using large bronze 
bowls with a tiny hole in the bottom. The sides of the bowl would be marked in the 
same way as the Egyptian version, but the bronze bowl would float in a large tub of 
water, and water would seep steadily into the bowl, reaching markers as time passed. 
Around the year 100 BCE, a Macedonian astronomer named Andronikos was a key 
player in bringing about the construction of a horologion (device for keeping time) in 
Athens, which is known today as the "Tower ofWinds." The eight-sided tower features 
24-hour mechanized clepsydra and indicators for the eight winds, from which the 
tower is named. 
In China mechanized development of clocks occurred between 200 and 1300 BCE. 
One of the most intricate clock towers was built by Su Sung in 1088 CE. The tower 
stood over 30-feet tall had a water-driven sundial and celestial sphere for observation, 
and five paneled doors for observing manikins, which rang gongs, and held tablets 
announcing the hour and other special times of the day. 
Technological advancement of clocks slowed down in the Middle Ages in Europe. By 
the first half of the 14th century, large weight-driven clocks began to appear in the tow-
ers oflarger cities. Similar to water flow, these weight-driven clocks were difficult to reg-
ulate and lost time easily. 
By the early 1500s, Peter Henlein, from Nuremburg, had invented spring-powered 
clocks. Smaller watches began to appear, and were popular among wealthier citizens. 
The clocks time-keeping abiliry slowed as the spring unwound, but these new devices 
were far more accurate than previous time inventions. 
In 1656, a Dutch scientist, Christiaan Huygens, had made the first pendulum clock 
( though Galileo Gallilei had experimented with pendulums and had sketched out 
plans for a pendulum clock, he was unable to construct one before his death in 1642). 
Huygens first pendulum clock had an error of less than one hour each day. Later ver-
sions could keep time within ten seconds of error per day; by the 1720s the pendulum 
clock's accuracy had been increased to an error of about one second per day. 
Pendulum clocks were beginning to be replaced by quartz clocks in the 1920s: it was 
found that by placing an electric charge to a crystal, it would bend and change its shape; 
then if the same crystal was put under pressure it would generate an electric field, ere-
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ating an electric frequency consistent enough to operate an electric clock display. 
Scientists have known for a long time that different elements have a particular res 
nance: that is, elements absorb and emit electromagnetic energy unique to the elemen 
As far as is known an atom of oxygen or hydrogen, or any element, is exactly the s 
today as it was a million years ago. By tapping the resonance of different elements, s 
entists were able to keep time. The first "atomic clock" was based on ammonia, but 
accuracy wasn't much of an improvement over existing clocks. It was found that cesi 
was much better, and the latest records set by the cesium atomic clock claim to be ab 
to keep time within 30-billionths of a second per year. 
World time scales 
In 1852, the Greenwich Observatory began transmitting a standard time. T 
became known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), and acted as a world standard wi 
the expansion of the British Empire. Previous to this standard, most cities operated o 
a local time system, as the sun rises and falls at different times in almost every ciry i 
the world. After the invention of atomic clocks in the US, pressures were applied 
develop a new international standard. In January 1, 1972, the new Coordinat 
Universal Time (UTC) became recognized internationally. Although, it's a US site, it 
possible to view time according to an atomic clock on the internet; visit the follow· 
URL: <http:! /www.time.gov>. 
Global time wnes are measured according to longitudinal grid-lines, which run nor 
to south through the planets poles. The prime meridian, which runs throu 
Greenwich, England, was agreed to be the prime meridian in 1884. Given the globe h 
360 degrees of rotation, and 24 hours of time in a day, each of the globe's time zones 
approximately 15 degrees wide. The time wnes are not exact because different popul 
tions of different .regions have manipulated the wnes for convenience. 
Daylight-Savings Time? 
The simple explanation is that daylight-savings time was developed to make bert 
use of sunlight. It saves energy except for the darkest months of the year. It also offe 
people the opportuniry to enjoy more daylight activities in the evenings during 
summer months. 
There are some complaints about Daylight Savings time. People complain about ha: 
ing to adjust their schedules and change their clocks. Farmers complain the loude 
arguing that twice a year, for several weeks following the time change, chickens 
time adjusting to the new routine. In 1947 Robertson Davies, in his work The Diary 
Samuel Marchbanks, wrote: "I don't really care how time is reckoned so long as there 
some agreement about it, but I object to being told that I am saving daylight when 
reason tells me that I am doing nothing of the kind. I even object to the implicati 
that I am wasting something valuable if I stay in bed after the sun has risen. As 
admirer of moonlight I resent the bossy insistence of those who want to reduce my ti 
for enjoying it. At the back of the Daylight Savings scheme I detect the bony, blue-fir 
gered hand of Puritanism, eager to push people into bed earlier, and get them up ear 
er, to make them healthy, wealthy and wise in spite of themselves." 
Benjamin Franklin has been credited with pioneering the idea of daylight-savings 
his essay, ''A Economical Project." The idea intrigued various people in Europe and w 
first advocated seriously by a London builder, William Willett, who wrote in 
brochure: "Everyone appreciates the long, light evenings. Everyone laments their sho 
age as autumn approaches; and everyone has given utterance to regret that the cle 
bright light of an early morning during spring and summer months is so seldom se 
or used." As a builder Willett was usually up early, and was surprised to see how m 
houses were still shuttered after the sun had risen. Although Willett spent a fortune 
time and money lobbying British parliament to pass a daylight-savings bill, by the ti 
of his death in 1915 the bill had not been passed. The first country to legislate dayli 
savings was Germany on May 17, 1916. Britain followed suit on May 21, 1916. T 
early days were confusing for a lot of people, and raised much opposition from far 
ers. 
After the First World War, legislation in England was put in place that marked 
beginning of summer as the third Sunday in April, and then summer would end on 
first Saturday in October. The energy benefits became apparent during the Seco 
World War, when the clocks in England during the summer months were set two ho 
ahead of the GMT and remained one hour ahead of the GMT in winter. Today in mo 
countries in the EEC, daylight-saving begins at la.m. on the last Sunday of March, 
ends at 1 a.m. on the last Sunday of October. 
In the US, daylight-saving begins at 2 a.m. on the first Sunday of April, and ends at 
a.m. on the last Sunday of October. Canada, along with most of North American 
offshore American interests, observes the same dates as the US. This year, in Cana 
Daylight Savings began 2 a.m. April 7 and ends 2 a.m. October 27. 
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H Student's Online Resource 
Tom mellish 
OP Contributor 
Stuck at home, essay in the word processor, and wonder-
ing where to start? Feel that you only have search engines, 
and web sites to choose from? Douglas Library has exten-
sive resources for the studious. Either at the library or at 
home, the world is literally your oyster. 
Culled from the DC library's site are <http://library.dou 
glas.bc.ca> and Dictionary.com. These resources are a 
critical asset to any paper or lab, if only to show the inter-
est you have in the subject. Off-campus access requires a 
valid Douglas College Library card. 
Dictionary. com has to be the all-time favourite. You have 
the occasional pop-up window, but if you can see beyond 
this it is a fabulous URL to add to your favourites or 
bookmark. 
For reference, the library offer the Barcleby site at 
<http:/ /www.barcleby.com/reference>, where one can ref-
erence major works including encyclopaedias, style and 
usage guides, quotations, books on religion and mythol-
ogy, etc. There are a few too many ads at Bartelby, but a 
great line-up of information. The Xrefer reference engine 
<http:/ /www.xrefer.com> is slicker, containing ency-
clopaedias, dictionaries, thesauri and quotations from 
leading publishers. 
The oddities of the world can be found at the 
Guinness World Records site at <http:/ /www.guinness 
worldrecords.com>; the Longest Elvis Marathon was 
last week. Information Please at <http://www.info 
please.com> is almost too cluttered with almanacs, 
aclases, dictionaries, and encyclopaedias. Finally, the 
classic Old Farmer's Almanac at <http:/ /www.almanac.com 
/index.php>, offers advice like, "Don't forget to 'fall back' 
on October 27. Daylight-saving time ends at 2:00a.m., 
so be sure to set your clocks back an hour. Happy har-
vesting!" 
For short biographical entries for well-known individu-
als, look to the World Biographical Index at 
' <http://www. biblio. tu-bs.de/acwww25u/wbi_en 
fregister.htmb. 
Towards encyclopaedias, the DC library is linked to 
the following. The Canadian Encyclopaedia Online at 
<http: I /www. thecanadianencyclo pedia. com/> gives a 
cute "on this day in history," and the Columbia 
Encyclopaedia at <http:/ /www.bartleby.com/651> claims 
to be the most complete and up-to-date encyclopaedia 
ever produced. Microsoft's Encarta Concise Encyclopaedia 
at <http:/ I encarta. msn. com/ encnet/ features/home. aspx> 
is a bit busy, and apparently free if you paid for the CD 
rom. Chic, with little QuickTime movie clips of BC 
history, The Encyclopaedia of British Columbia at 
<http:/ /www.knowbc. com. innopac. douglas. bc.ca: 80/ieb 
c/iebc.asp>. 
The immaculate Bartlett's Familiar Quotations at 
<http:/ /www.bartleby.com/index.htmb offers such gems 
as, "I hate television. I hate it as much as peanuts. 
But I can't stop eating peanuts." - Orson Welles. 
Quoteworld.org at <http://quoteworld.org> offers a 
more focussed format, and you can get a refreshing 
quote-of-the-day emailed to you. 
There are many language references online at the DC 
library site- Thesauri, Dictionary, and Translators. 
The old Roget's International Thesaurus of 
categories at <http://www.barcleby.com/110/> stands 
next to Rogers II: The New Thesaurus at <http:/ I 
www.barcleby.com/621> of"Words Related and Opposite in 
Meaning." 
If you want to look cultivated in your essays, The 
Oxford English Dictionary is the where the hors-d' a:uvre 
platter waits. The OED is part of our college's 
Subscription Reference Databases. It can be accessed at 
<http:/ /0-dictionary.oed.com. innopac.douglas. bc.ca>. 
For other Dictionaries in English, the American Heritage 
Dictionary of the English Language, and the Brewer's 
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable can be found at 
<http://www.bartleby.com>. The American online dic-
tionary Mirriam- Webster Online can be found at 
<http:/ /www.m-w.com/netdicr.htm>. 
Returning to Dictionary.com at <Www.dictionary.com>, 
one can translate text and web pages instantly. Here you 
can fmd writing resources, grammar, usage, style guides, 
and writing tips. You can find daily crosswords and word 
search puzzles. If you have a question about words, gram-
mar or language, log on. There are periodicals, newspa-
pers, classic text, and a language discussion forum. There 
are dictionaries in German, Greek, Latin, Spanish, and 
much more. Roget's Thesaurus is also at <http://www. the-
saurus.com> to fmd your synonyms and antonyms. 
Dictionary.com is accessible from your mobile phone. 
Have a Word of the Day emailed on a regular basis to 
increase your vocabulary. 
A not too shabby French-English Dictionary 
is s'attarder at <http://www.wordreference.com/fr/en 
/index.htm>, and a Chinese-English dictionary is at 
<http:/ /easyhosting.ipoline.com/dict-gb.htmb. An 
English-Spanish Dictionary is aparcamiento for you at 
<http://www.wordreference.com>. Over 265 online 
dictionaries in 73 languages can be found at 
Foreignword.com at <http://www.foreignword.com>. 
The global language resource <http://www.yourdic-
tionary.com> includes a word of the day, endangered lan-
guages, and Specialty Dictionaries. 
Students of MODL or ESL may benefit from 
Translation links. The Babel Fish at AltaVista Translation 
will translate a block of text if you're in a bind. Free 
Translation. com at <http:/ /babelfish.altavista.com 
/translate.dyn> is another easy-to-use site that will give 
you the "gist" of foreign language text and web 
pages <http:/ /freetranslation.cornl>. 
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Another etymology-based site is <http://www.behind 
thename.com> for those students or friends who are 
having babies . At http://www.yuni.com/library 
/latin.html you can learn phrases in latin, such as "Bona 
fide" which means "good faith''. Offbeat but cool-at the 
symbol site of http:/ /www.symbols .com/ click on "index" 
then scroll down to "word index'' or "graphic search." A 
less formal site is the Dictionary of Symbolism at 
<http://www. umich.edu/~umfandsf/symbolismproject/s 
ymbolism.htmb that could provide more cross-referenc-
ing between symbols, but you get the general idea. 
If you are pondering over grammar, look no fUrther. 
The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation at 
<http:/ /www.grammarbook.com> is a reference guide 
and workbook. Then there is the CCTC Guide to 
Grammar and Writing <http://ccc.commnet.edu 
/grammar/> hosted by Capital Community College. A 
guide to grammar and style can be found at 
<h ~tp:/ /andromeda.rutgers.edu/ ~ j lynch/Writing>. 
Right Words newsletter articles, at <http:/ /www.right-
words.co.nz/backnews.htmb might get you through. 
The Forest of Rhetoric at <http://humanities.byu.edu 
/rhetoric/silva.htm> is Brigham Young University's guide 
to the terms of classical and renaissance rhetoric. UVic's 
Writer's Guide at <http:/ /web. uvic. ca/wguide 
/Pages/StartHere.htmb will keep your essay on track. 
An MIA Guide for Writing Research Papers can be 
found at <http://webster.comrnnet.edu/mla.htm>. A 
Guide to Citation Style Guides is at <http:/ I 
bailiwick. lib.uiowa.edu/journalism/cite.htmb and links 
to at least 16 different style guides. Douglas College's 
own style guides (in pdf format) are located at 
<http: // library.douglas.bc.ca 
/style.htmb Sharp Points at <http://www.theslot.com 
/sharp.htmb, is all about matters of style. 
To keep in touch with current events, Newspapers 
Online <http:/ /www.newspapers.com> is a poor man's 
guide (popup city) to online newspapers. The classier 
MagPortal.com <http:/ /www.magportal.com> houses 
categorized and searchable free magazine articles. 
Worldwide Directories can be found at News 
Directory. com <http: I /www.ecola. com>. Full- text news 
releases can be found at the Canada Newswire site 
<http:/ /www.newswire.ca>. 
A plethora of classics, of literature and otherwise, are 
online at Project Gutenberg <http://www.guten 
berg.net>, and the Internet Classics Archive 
< http: I I classics .mi t.edu/Browse/ >. 
Beyond the above listed, the DC library offers a wealth 
of full text databases in the form of journals, magazines, 
and newspapers that are geared towards most depart-
ments and programs in the college. So, if you need help 
in a class it might be worth the dig. For access to DC's 
database selection, go to the link at their home page for 
"Journals, Magazines, and Newspapers" and click on the 
database of your choice. For off-campus access to the 
library's subscription databases you must have a valid 
Douglas College identification · card and the barcode 
from that card must be in the Library's database. If you 
have never signed out library material then your barcode 
has probably not been entered. Phone the circulation 
desk at 527-5568 or 777-6130 to have it activated. It is 
necessary that your student card be updated each semes-
ter in the library in order to access these databases. 
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Diamond scholarship for athletic and academic excellence in 1998 and 1999. 
Before she chose nursing as a career, Avril didn't know where kinesiology would take 
her. "I didn't want to be a teacher," she says, "and I didn't want to be a personal train-
er, but I wanted to do something that was still in the health field." Her rwo years of 
kinesiology provided her with knowledge of anatomy and physiology that she could 
apply to nursing. Biology at DC was just a review for this intelligent, mature 21-year-
old. Avril considers herself "a science person," but says she is "liking psychology and 
learning a lot about myself," and "how to interact with people." She is drawn to the 
"caring for people" quality of nursing. 
Since she began playing soccer at age six, Avril has been honoured often, most recent-
ly as BCCAA Player of the Week. She takes awards in stride, considering them recog-
nition for excelling at what she loves doing. She laughs when she says she is "very com-
petitive," but on the field in a game, the intensity of her concentration on the action 
around her is fierce. In conversation after practice, she laughs easily and shows a wi.n:-
ning smile. Coach Judd praises Avril's character and maturity as a person, noting her 
positive but subtle influence on her teammates. She leads by example, knowing that 
· other forms of leadership would be less effective with a team of young women. 
Avril Gerow 
At the Western Canada Summer Games in 1999, Avril Gerow performed some of her 
soccer magic to help alchemize a gold medal for BC. The team's coach was John Judd. 
Three years later, Avril is the centrepiece of the Douglas College women's soccer team 
and her coach is John Judd. Coincidence? Apparently. Nursing was Avril's choice and 
Douglas her college of preference, being from nearby Coquitlam. Imagine the coach's 
reaction to seeing Avril show up at Douglas College, wher~ Judd is now in his fifth year 
as head coach. True to form, Avril was a BCCAA first team all-star in her first year with 
the Royals. 
Avril is now in her second semester of the Nursing program at DC, a collaborative 
program that will see her continue her education at Kwanden or Langara. Forrunately, 
Avril will not be eligible to play women's soccer against Douglas College, because of her 
rwo years of university soccer at SFU, where she studied kinesiology and won the Jack 
Apart from practising, travelling and playing soccer, attending Douglas College and 
studying, Avril has only a little time left over to indulge in her interest in sleep. Her 
fami ly is very supportive, perhaps to a fault, always praising her for playing well, even 
during those times when Avril knows she could have played better. 
A gifted scorer at SFU (attested by Google), Avril still scores goals, and brings to the 
Royals a cool self-assurance from her success at the university level, but her skills as a 
playmaker have made her an ideal midfielder for the DC team. Avril directs the 
attack- her defensive game is a self-admitted work-in-progress- distributing the ball 
to the right player at the right time, operating with surgical precision, dissecting the 
opposition with such acuity that her coach claims, ''Avril can score when she wants to ." 
After the Royals' season, Avril will rejoin her club team (PoCo) in the premier 
women's soccer league, and will go up against some of the players who recently 
in Edmonton that Canadian women's soccer is world class. As a nurse, Avril could go 
where she is most highly valued, and possibly play professional soccer in the US. 
Avril is focused on helping the Royals make the provincials this year in Kelowna on 
the last weekend of October, but the BCCAA league is extremely competitive this 
and the Royals have had more than their share of bad bounces and near misses. The 
Royals seem due for some better luck now, with Avril administering the attack. 
Royals Gear Up for Prouincial Championships 
Sports Department 
neill Jeffrey and Jordan Cripps 
The DC women's soccer team faced a team as desperate as themselves on Saturday, 
October 19, 2002, when they played the Langara Falcons. The Royals needed a win in 
order to remain in the playoff picture for the BCCAA provincial championships. Early 
in the match, it looked as though they were in tough against a strong Falcons team. 
In the first half, the Royals were prevented from getting any sustained pressure on the 
Falcons goaltender, managing to direct only 2 shots at the goal. Much of the first half 
was spent in the middle of the field with the occasional Falcons rush into the Royals 
defensive zone. Goalkeeper Katrina Tesar battled well to keep the score close. Indeed, 
the Royals playoff lives hung in the balance as Langara took a 1-0 lead going into the 
second half 
In the second half, though, it was the Royals that showed the desperation, keeping 
the ball in the Falcons zone for long stretches. They were rewarded for this pressure 
when Lianna Racanelli evened the score. The Royals weren't going to be denied, and 
their efforts proved fruitful as Lisa Cuminskey put the Royals ahead. After getting the 
lead, the Royals stepped up their defensive zone play, and lowered the offensive pres-
sure, to avoid giving Langara many good chances at the goal. The plan worked, and 
Douglas held on for the win, solidifying their chances of qualifying for the provincial 
championships. 
After the game, Coach John Judd said, " the fear factor is gone they [the players] 
know they can play with Langara, no matter what they might have heard about a good 
player." He also promised his team would "come out charged-up!" on Sunday, deter-
mined to win game rwo of the weekend doubleheader against Langara, Another win 
will ensure that the Royals go to the provincials next weekend in Kelowna. 
Down to a handful of regulars, the D C men's soccer team fielded their bench against 
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the top team in the league standings, the Langara Falcons, in the first game of a 
bleheader on the last weekend of the regular season. Forrunately, the Royals season 
not riding on the result of the game; the team had already made the playoffs. With 
substitute line-up on the field, Coach Joe Ormerod anticipated a tough game, but 
quickly went worse than expected. 
A Langara shot on goal bounced up over the bar and into the netting on top, befo 
dropping down. The linesman saw what happened and the referee was not far from 
goal, but what happened next decided the game. On sheer speculation, a Falcons 
the ball into the net. The referee allowed the "goal" to stand, in spite of his u·uc:<>utdll 
ind ication that it had not been a goal. On behalf of his team, Coach Ormerod 
lenged the referee's interpretation, and asked him to consult the linesman. "How co 
you miss that?" the coach shouted across to the referee. Now he had the official's 
tion. The referee ran over, waving his hand dismissively, "You're out. Get out." 
In effect, Coach Ormerod was red-carded, for "abusive language," although the 
eree revised his written report after the game to note that "no profanity was heard." 
coach clearly burned to protest, but put on his coat, his face dark and eyes outuutu.._,. 
ing with frustration, and took the long walk alone away from his team, off the field. 
Assistant Coach Shane Ramsey took over for the rest of the game and did what 
could keep the Royals in the game, but Douglas was done-in by rwo more goals in 
first hal£ From there, the Royals played hard, but failed to score. The game ended, 
for Langara. Coach Ormerod will miss the final regular season game, also 
Langara. No doubt he is already planning for the provincials next weekend in 
Most of his regulars will be back in action for the provincials, but Matthew 
injury will force h im to miss the most important game of the season. 
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The Hrt of War in Soccer 
neill Jeffrey 
OP Hssistant Sports Editor 
Spartan Deportment 
With three games left before the BCCAA provincials, and their postseason ticket in 
pocket, the Douglas College men's soccer team fielded a depleted line-up against their 
rivals from Capilano College, on Sunday, October 13, at Hampton Field on Westwood 
Plateau, in Cq.quidam. The narrowness of the high-school field was a concern for the 
Royals, given their wide-ranging style of attack, but the hilltop location offered a free 
view of Mount Baker, looming like an iceberg beyond the neighbourhood roofs of?-
million-dollar houses. 
Royals Coach Joe Ormerod was obliged to rest some of his players, including 
Stedman Espinoza, suspended in the previous day's game against the Malaspina 
Mariners, and Walter Oyuela, who ended his season by leaving the players' bench, to 
go to the aid of a teammate battling a Mariner. 
The Royals did not play with the intensity needed to beat Capilano. Defender 
Kristopher Peterson conceded afrer the game that they held back, and missed the reg-
ulars who did not play. From the start, the Royals struggled defensively and quickly 
found themselves down a goal by penalty kick, as though trapped in a replay of their 
game against Capilano a month earlier. The Royals recovered to create numerous scor-
ing chances through the fust half John Mackie made a slick turn in traffic but his shot 
hit the post. Matthew Ormerod poked the ball between the feet of a Cap defender and 
picked it up on the other side, drawing laughs of appreciation from DC supporters, as 
he charged downfield and sent a low shot bouncing inches wide of what was nearly a 
spectacular goal. Towards the end of the half, Royals goalkeeper Stephen Way injured 
his knee and had to be carried off the field. His replacement was victimized almost 
immediately, as a Blues free kick cleared the wall of Royal defenders, bounced oddly in 
front of their keeper and through his reaching gloves. 
Down by two goals at halftime, the Royals fought back in the second half A stand-
out in his red boots, Kristopher Peterson deftly took balls away from Cap players and 
launched counter-attacks. Miguel Pascual was undaunted, charging at Cap players and 
taking consecutive blasts in his face as he pursued the ball. In his dashes down the side-
lines, first year player Ryan Fries showed blazing ball control, drawing praise from 
teammates and other supporters. Matthew Ormerod displayed a knack for one-touch-
es, moviO:g the ball to a teammate as soon as it came to him. Ormerod was injured late 
in the game, and will miss the fmal regular season games, but he intends to be ready 
for the provincials. 
Near the end of the game, Sean Jimenez showed a surprising left foot shot that 
warped through the Blues keeper's waving hands into the net, to count the Royals' only 
goal. It was Jimenez's first goal as a Royal, in his first year on the team. He celebrated 
the thrill with an impromptu breakdance. 
Part of the enjoyment of watching this team is in the cultural experience they offer. 
There is a depth and richness in their soccer culture, their camaraderie, the sideline 
banter and high level recognition of what is happening on the field reflected in their 
wisecracks. Even the coach gets into it. When the referee got his backside in the way 
of a Royals' clearing attempt, his interference was rewarded with a "well played, 
Henry!" from the Coach Ormerod. 
Royals soccer players, man-for-man, have a higher skill level than most teams they 
face, which enables Coach Ormerod to deploy his strategy. This game was used to test 
the Blues for tendencies and reactions. Call it the art of war in soccer, as practiced the 
inscrutable tactician, Coach Ormerod (In the classic of Chinese military strategy, Art 
of War, Sun-tzu said: warfare is the way of deception). By applying tactics such as 
reshaping his .ream's configuration, Coach Ormerod meant to expose where and how 
the Blues tended to stretch, fold and break. (Sun-tzu said: one who excels in moving 
the enemy deploys in a configuration to which the enemy must respond.) In soccer as 
in war, advantage can be gained by deception and manipulation. Strategically, the 
Royals can exploit what the Blues showed them; Capilano's game holds no surprises. 
The Royals know their strategic habits. 
As Coach Ormerod reassured his team afrer the game, the Blues "got the bounces 
today," but the score had never mattered (3- 1); what counted on this day was the 
mind game. In the long run, the Royals gained "a lot of mileage" that can carry them 
past the Blues at the provincials in Kdowna, October 26- 27. 
On the weekend of October 19-20, the Royals face the top team in the league, the 
Langara Falcons, in a double-header to end the regular season. 
Royals Fall to Falcons in 
Uolleyball EKhibition 
Jordan Cripps 
Sports Editor 
The Royals, playing their first exhibition match in 
preparation for the: 2002-2003 BCCAA volleyball 
season, were in all three games at Pinetree 
Community Centre, but couldn't seem to put the 
Falcons from Langara away in any of the games, 
falling 3-0. 
The first game of the match was a seesaw back 
and forth game which saw the two teams exchange 
the lead numerous times as neither side was able to 
control the serve for any extended length of time. 
The Royals battled hard in the set, building a 20-
17 lead before Langara called a time-out. After the 
time-out, it seemed as though the momentum 
turned on the Royals as the Falcons rattled off 3 
quick scores to even the game. Then it was the 
Royals turn to call a time-out. This seemed to focus 
the Royals as they fought to prolong the game. 
Every time the Falcons put another point on the 
board, the Royals answered with a point of their 
own, but it wasn't to be in this game for the Royals 
as the Falcons finally widened the margin to 27-25, 
taking the first game. 
Between the games, the Royals must have dis-
covered a new source of inspiration as they came 
out of the gate quickly, grabbing a 14-7 lead. 
Again, though, Langara rebounded, closing the gap 
to 17-15, before they began to pull away, taking 
the 2nd game by a three-point margin, 25-22. 
The third game was the same, as the Royals built 
up early leads, only to see Langara come back each 
time. They began by leading 4-2, and maintained a 
fairly comfortable lead through the early part of the 
game until the score was 13-9. Again, Langara 
wouldn't be denied. They came back from this 
deficit, tying the game at 16. From there, the score 
went back and forth and Douglas and Langara 
traded points. In the end, though, Langara held 
on, taking the fmal game 26-24. 
It was clearly the first game for both teams. A 
number of times throughout the match, it was evi-
dent that both teams were still trying to figure out 
exactly how they were supposed to react in certain 
situations as players collided with one another as 
they pursued the ball across the court. From that 
perspective, the game provided both teams with an 
opportunity to iron out these problems before the 
regular season begins at the end of October. 
This season, the Royals hope to improve on their 
5-13 record and secure a spot in the provincial 
championships to be held at Malaspina February 
27-March 1. 
~@ 
Free apple streudal with any 
coffee of the day until 11 am only. 
Teriyaki/satay chicken 
. or beer rice bowl $3.50. 
Sandwich & Soup $4.50. 
Mondays are 2 for 1 specialty coffee's, 
including white chocolate mocha's. 
Homemade Beer Chili, 1 Ooz streudal 
& small coffee $3.99. 
Located at 989 Carnarvon Street, 
1/2 block west of New Westminster Skytrain Station 
Foot of the Westminster Quay Overpass. 
Monday • Friday 6:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m. 
Saturday 8:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m. 
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Scores and Schedules 
Douglas Sports at a Glance 
Scores and Standings from BCCAA, CSRW 
& Jason Kurylo 
(As of October 19, 2002) 
BCCAA soccer standings 
* Clinched Playoffs 
Upcoming Events: 
Oct. 25 Volleyball: The men's and women's 
teams visit the Okanagan Lakers. W 
- 6:30 M - 8:15 
Women's Soccer 
Scores 
Rugby 
Team Games Wins Losses Ties Points 
Women's Basketball: Exhibition at 
Whatcom College. 6:30. 
The Royals rugby teams all had bye weekends over 
the Thanksgiving weekend. 
Soccer 
Women 
October 13 
October 19 
1 
2 
2 
1 
*Capilano 
*Fraser Valley 
l.an~ 
Douglas 
Cariboo 
Malaspina 
Okanagan 
Men's Soccer 
Pla~d 
11 7 
12 5 
11 5 
11 5 
11 4 
11 3 
11 1 
1 3 
3 4 
4 2 
4 2 
2 5 
7 1 
9 1 
24 
19 
17 
17 
17 
10 
4 
Oct. 26 
Men's Basketball: Exhibition vs. 
CBC Concords. New West Gym. 
8:00 
Baseball: vs. Capilano College at 
Mundy Park. 12:00 
Volleyball: The men's and women's 
teams visit the COTR Avalanche . W 
- 6:30 M - 8:15 
1 
0 
3 
3 
Team Games Wins Losses Ties Points Soccer: Provincials at OUC. 
Basketball 
Men 
Between October 17-19th the Men's basketball team was 
at an exhibition tournament held by Cariboo Sun 
Demons. Scores were not available at press time but will 
appear in the next issue. The Women played at UCFV 
Friday night but scores weren't available at press time. 
*!.angara 
*Capilaho 
*Cariboo 
*I:buglas 
Fraser Valley 
Malaspina 
Okanagan 
Pla~d 
11 7 
11 6 
11 6 
11 5 
12 3 
11 1 
11 0 
3 1 
1 4 
2 3 
2 4 
5 4 
6 4 
9 2 
22 
22 
20 
19 
13 
7 
2 
Oct. 27 
Rugby: Women's Premier vs. UVIC. 
at UVIC 11:30. 
Soccer: Provincials at OUC. 
Baseball: Doubleheader at Capilano. 
Pass me the Cracker Jacks 
and pray for the Hngels 
Eugene Krebs 
OP Contributor 
Disclaimer: The views expressed in this col-
umn do not reflect those of The Other Press 
Sports Department but are solely those of the 
author. 
So who's it gonna be then, eh? Dusty's 
Giants or Autrey's Angels? In the fourth 
edition of the all-California World Series, 
one might be inclined to use scientific 
data in order to determine the eventual 
winner. All things being equal, this Series 
is too tough to call, therefore one must 
take backward steps if one is to make a 
rational decision. Let's get the facts 
straight: Anaheim has never been to the 
World Series. Not once, never. The Giants 
have won five Series, but all of them back 
in the good old days, when they hailed 
from New York. So, in effect, the Giants 
are almost as futile as their So-Cal rivals. 
San Francisco has been to the Series twice 
since they migrated west. Anaheim is 0 for 
just about everything in their 41-year his-
tory. The Giants haven't won since 1954, 
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when they beat Cleveland in four straight. 
Combined, we have a drought of85 years, 
which sounds suspiciously like any team 
that calls Chicago home. With all this 
data in tow, one must digress some, before 
the scientific deduction is made. 
California has, in spite of itself, pro-
duced some memorable fall classics. L. A. 
Dodgers' Kirk Gibson's 2 out, 2 run pinch 
hit homer off of Oakland's Dennis 
Eckersley in Game 1 of the '88 Series is 
generally regarded as one of the greatest 
moments in baseball history. The 
Earthquake Series of '89, featuring the As 
and the Giants, was one that some people 
not named McGwire or Canseco might 
want to forget (see S.F.). The '74 Series 
saw Oakland completing its third Series 
victory in a row, when Gene Tenace, 
Rollie Fingers, Vida Blue and company 
disposed of L.A. in five games. 
Fast-forward. The 2002 Series has some 
things to look forward to, and indeed, be 
even thankful for. No more Joe Torre and 
his perpetually welling eyes, hugging 
everybody in sight, and patting his players 
on the bum, on national TY. No more 
Rudy Giuliani waving flags and wearing 
police hats. No more national anthems 
during the seventh inning stretch. No 
more New York, New York reverberating 
ad nauseam out of the Bronx Zoo. No 
more to do with Atlanta (when are they 
going to fue Bobby Cox, anyway?). Did I 
mention no more Giuliani? 
Now, if they could only do something 
with that colour-guy who won't shut up 
and let the TV do some of the talking. 
McCarver? Yeah, that's the guy. Can't 
someone shove him in a locker or tape a 
jockstrap to his mouth? For some people, 
baseball is heaven. McCarver insists upon 
turning it into hell. A statistical hell, a 
nightmare of Bob Costas proportions; a 
beat-you-over-the-head with a bat analysis 
with replays of replays of replays. Kind of 
makes you wish Tony Kubek or even Buck 
Martinez would dust off the old micro-
phone. But methinks Eugene doth protest 
too much. Digression over. 
Present Tense. Prognostication. 
Scientific deduction. In light of our com-
batants' history over the last 40 odd years, 
it is not the teams' dismal showings that I 
am concerned with, but, more to the 
point, their respective cast of players. The 
core of Anaheim's line-up plied their trade 
in Vancouver during the 90s, when the 
Canadians were the Angels Triple-A farm 
team, when Anaheim was known as 
California, when Vancouver had baseball. 
The Giants have Barry Bonds, home run 
broker and all 'round nice guy. Enuff said. 
All-California you say? Pass me the 
Cracker Jacks and pray for the Angels. 
Anaheim in 7. 
Comments? Lambastes? 
eugenekrebs@yahoo.com 
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The Inconsistent Canucks 
Students adverti~e LOr free! 
For ire= stl.Kbt dassifieds up to 30 
words, e-mail: 
submit@op.douglas.bc.ca with your 
nanr, student number, desired sec-
tion, and put "~ifiaf' in the sub-
p:t line. 
Staff and Student 
O rganizatiom 
Receive 50% off our Fast Cash 
Ad rate. 
Fa~t G¥h Ads 31ina 3 times tOr 
$20 (30 wonk max). Open rare of 
$5 per line. Enquiries: call our 
advertising manager at 604-525-
3542. 
Pictures 
Classifieds pictures are $10 each 
printing for all of the above 
categories. The picture size is 
3.5cm x 2.5cm, black and white. 
When placing an ad plea~e 
remember ... 
All ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in the 
following Wednesday's paper. 
Check your ad for errors and 
Jordan Cripps 
Sports Editor 
Unfortunately, I have come to the conclusion, even this early in 
the NHL season that my prediction for the Canucks was, if any-
thing, overly optimistic. I'm not concerned with their record of2-
2-1 but rather with the way that they have been playing every 
game, especially the recent games against Boston and Calgary. 
To begin the season, the ftrst period has been the strong one for 
the Canucks. For example, in the game against Boston, after out-
shooting the Bruins 10-8 in the ftrst period, they were outshot 22-
15 for the rest of the game. It was even worse for the Canuck in 
the game before this one, when they fa~d Calgary. The Canucks 
had fewer shots in all3 periods but still had the lead part way into 
the second period. From there, though Calgary came on and the 
Canucks folded their tents to prepare for Boston. 
Then, on Friday night, the Canucks faced a team- the Anah~im 
Mighty Ducks- that they should be able to beat. All they were 
able to come away with was a tie. In this game, the Canucks again 
scored the ftrst goal only to see the lead disappear on 2 goals by 
Paul Kariya. They only got a point out of the game because Todd 
Bertuzzi scored late in the 3rd period to send the game into over-
time. Anaheim is a team that has little depth despite their offSea-
son acquisitions and the Canucks should have been able to exploit 
this. For some reason, though, they had to claw and scratch to 
make sure they didn't lose the game. 
Why are the Canucks so inconsistent? I think it's because they 
are a young team that can, at times, suffer from a lack of confi-
dence. For instance, when Boston scored to tie the game at the end 
of the ftrst period, the Canucks never really seemed to recover 
classifieds 
from this although they did manage to get another short lead. The 
same was true against Calgary. Calgary scored one goal and turned 
the momentum in their favour and the Canucks couldn't hold up 
to the pressure. Again, I think this has a lot to do with youth. 
Someone like Trevor Linden, who is a veteran would provide a 
steadying force if he were able to play right now. Adversity doesn't 
faze him or the other veterans on the team. 
While youth is certainly a factor for why the Canucks seem to 
be inconsistent right now, it is also because their ftrst line hasn't 
stepped up to dominate a game the way it did last year. Yes, 
Bertuzzi scored twice against Anaheim but he was playing with the 
Sedins (who, along with Trent Klatt have made up the most con-
sistent line for the Canucks so far). Naslund, Bertuzzi and 
Morrison haven't played poorly; they just haven't played up to the 
level they achieved last year. Until they do, the Canucks will be 
inconsistent because the opposition will not have to be as con-
cerned with the trio as they might be if they were playing well. 
Finally, defensive coverage is a real problem for the Canucks. 
Versus Boston, the pairing of Mattias Ohlund and Brent Sopel was 
a combined - 10. That just can't happen on a regular basis if the 
Canucks hope to be successful. They need to do a better job of 
allowing Cloutier, who's kept them in a couple of games, to see the 
puck without the opposition in his face. 
The players on the current roster will likely not solve these issues 
and it may be that Brian Burke must make a trade or two to ftx 
some of these issues to ensure that his team returns to the playoffs 
for the third straight season. 
please call or e-mail our offires to 
reponany 
New Westminster Campus 
Learning Centre 2nd Floor, 
South Building, Room 2847. 
Call604-527-5539 or email 
flnnouncements @ Seruices @ 
corrections. To ensure the integri-
ty of our student newspaper, we 
resetve the right to revise, reclassi-
fy, edit or refuse your ad. 
flutomoblles @ 
1989 Beige Volvo 740GL 4cl 
engine, power locks, power 
windows, sunroof, radio with rape 
deck. Set of 4 snow tires with 
rims. Call 604-472-0091 
1987 Gray Chevrolet S10 Truck 
4 speed manual with canopy 
Call 604-472-0091 
1989 Brown Isuzu Trooper II 
5 speed manual 4x4 
Call 604-472-0091 
Tutoring Seruices @ 
Learn with a tutor or become a 
volunteer tutor. Call ICARE at 
604-527-5409 
Writer's Touch. Gayle Pryor 
604-427-6069 
for Sale @ 
FOLD OUT COT, new, 
green, $30.00, call604-984-
3442 
PEAVEY 110 bass amp, 
$250.00 and SAMICK four 
string bass guitar, with hard-
shell case. $250.00 call 
Hamish 604-790-8259 
ANSWERING MACHINE, 
white, $10.00 call604-984-
3442 
TABLE HOCKEY, sudden 
death, like new, $40.00 
call 604-984-3442 
September 19 - October 29 
The Amelia Douglas Gallery 
presents James Keary: illusions of 
Grandeur. Opening reception 
September 19, 4- 8 
@ 
Campus Residence 
Co-operative Association (CRCA) 
<WWW3.relus.net/crca> From time 
to time we accept applications for 
vacancies, sublets and waidists. We 
look fOr responsible employed indi-
viduals or students who are happy 
to amtribure their skills and ideas 
to the oo-operative. Contact: 
theco-op@telus .net 
Browse the DSU Housing 
&gistry <douglasstu-
dentsunion.ca/housing.htrn> 
Wanted 
Floor Hockey Players 
Lawrence 604-521-1807 
<WWW.douglas. be. cal cs rw> 
@ 
HOCKEY NET, red color, $28.00 Join the Green Team. We meet 
Call 604-942-3628 or email every 4rh Thursday of the month, 
yotl 0 lO@hotmail.com 12 noon in room 4920. 
Makeup Anise/Stylist for hire; 
Weddings, Special Occasions, 
Stylist for Bands; Lessons avail-
able. CaU Shannon 
604-465-3366 
cell: 604-928-3798 
@ 
$500 FOR BRAND NEW 
COMPUTER? The Intel Celeron 
1.2 Ghz system bundles with 
ASUS motherboard, 256MB 
SDRAM, 52X CDROM, 1.44MB 
floppy drive, speakers, wheel 
mouse and keyboard. Call 604-
941-9033 for details. 
Books @ 
<www.saveonbook.com> 
I Saw You @ 
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